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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Throughout 2015 and 2016, the Joint Fire Science Program
(JFSP) pursued a multi-phased effort to explore approaches
that consistently integrate wildland fire science into policymaking in a timely and effective way. JFSP’s exploration of
the fire science-policy nexus is in pursuit of goals put forth in
its 2013 program review.

Urgent to begin, i.e., has the potential to be highly
impactful and is suggested for priority implementation in the
near future

As part of this multi-phased effort, JFSP engaged the U.S.
Institute of Environmental Conflict Resolution (U.S.
Institute) to provide independent third-party neutral
assistance in broadly assessing the needs and interests of
the fire science and policy community, and convening an
independent work group of experts from this community
with a diverse range of perspectives to suggest how best to
achieve science-policy integration. EnviroIssues, working
under the auspices of the U.S. Institute, convened the
Science/Policy Work Group (SPWG) in July 2016 to pursue
two tasks:

Useful, not urgent, i.e., has the potential to be impactful,
but is not suggested as high priority for implementation in
the immediate future

1.

2.

•

Policy-Focused Series of Fire Science “Briefs” (page 12)

•

Topic Consortia (page 12)

•

Promote Fire Policy Content in Existing TranslatorTraining Programs (page 14)

•

Fire Science Details for Mid-Career Agency Professionals
(page 15)

•

Wildland Fire Journalist Institute (page 16)

•

Increase Visibility of Firescience.gov and the FSEN
(page 17)

Develop specific, actionable mechanisms and options
to foster the productive integration of fire science into
policy

•

Modify Design of Firescience.gov to Make Content More
Searchable, Locatable (page 18)

•

Build a Better Science-Policy Network (page 19)

Recommend what JFSP’s role could be in identifying and
responding to fire policy-relevant science needs

•

Curriculum Modules for Multi-Level Fire Science
Education (page 20)

•

Promote Open-Access Publication (page 21)

•

Foreseeing Science Support of Policy Needs of the Current
National Fire Program (page 22)

Suggested mechanisms for integrating
fire science into policy
Over the course of six months, the work group developed a
total of 17 new mechanisms for JFSP and other entities to
consider, integrating feedback from both the JFSP Program
Office and Governing Board as well as reviewers from the
broader fire science and policy community. These suggested
mechanisms are categorized to indicate suggested timeliness
for development and implementation (ordered within
categories without regard to priority):

Transition-dependent i.e., viability depends on
administration priorities and is suggested to be tabled for now

Low-hanging fruit, i.e., will likely require a relatively low
level of effort and investment, and could be developed and
implemented within a short time-frame
•

Graduate Student Internships in Fire Policy (page 9)

•

Topic-Driven Virtual Interactions Between Scientists &
the Public (page 10)

•

Rapid Response Team (page 10)

•

After Action Review (AAR) for Policy Decisions
Associated with the 2000 Fire Plan (page 23)

•

Build Upon the Quadrennial Fire Review (page 24)

•

Attend Collaborative Fire Leadership Meetings (page 25)

JFSP’s role in responding to
and identifying fire policy-relevant
science needs
The work group believes JFSP is uniquely poised in its
central coordinating and networked position within the
fire science landscape to serve agency efforts at fulfilling
congressional information requests or other policy science
information needs. By tapping into the broad spectrum of
fire science research, JFSP could maximize the information
1

Outcomes of this process

that responding agencies remit to policymakers. A new role
for JFSP could be to become a key resource (among others)
that agencies can consult when responding to congressional
inquiries related to fire science and policy. JFSP could also
utilize this new role to proactively identify and coordinate fire
science research needs and policy-relevant science gaps with
agency personnel. This function would better serve to align
JFSP’s research investments with the areas of investigation
most needed to serve policy-relevant questions. All
interactions in this support role would honor communication
protocols as defined by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) and U.S. Department of Interior (DOI).

A draft of this final report was delivered to the JFSP Program
Office in February 2017 to serve as supporting material to
the 2017 JFSP program review. The report was finalized in
March 2017, then presented to the JFSP Governing Board and
distributed to reviewers in April 2017. The JFSP Governing
Board and Program Office, and others with interest, will
incorporate the suggestions within this report as they deem
appropriate.

LIST OF ACRONYMS
This document includes numerous acronyms. All acronyms are defined at first use; however, given the volume
and repetition of these terms, the acronym list below provides an additional reference for readers.
AAAS
AAR
AFE
BIA
BLM
COMPASS
CPAW
DHS
DOD
DOI
DOI OWF
EPA
FACA

American Association for the
Advancement of Science
After Action Review
Association of Fire Ecology
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Bureau of Land Management
COMPASS (a science communications
non-profit organization)
Community Planning Assistance for Wildfire
(Bureau of Land Management)
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Department of Defense
U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Department of the Interior Office of Wildland Fire
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Advisory Committee Act

JFSP Joint Fire Science Program
LCC
LFML
NACO
NASF

Landscape Conservation Cooperative
Local Fire Management Leadership
National Association of Counties
National Association of State Foresters

NFML National Fire Management Leadership
NGO Non-governmental organization
NIH National Institutes of Health
NLC National League of Cities
NPS National Park Service
Cohesive Strategy National Strategic
NSC
Committee
OPM Office of Personnel Management
QFR Quadrennial Fire Review
U.S. Forest Service Rocky Mountain
RMRS
Research Station
Sagebrush Steppe Treatment
SageSTEP
Evaluation Project
SES Senior Executive Service

FEC Fire Executive Council
FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency
FFSCC Federal Fire Science Coordination Council
Fire Research and Management
FRAMES
Exchange System

SPWG Science/Policy Work Group

FON Funding Opportunity Notice

STEM

FSEN Fire Science Exchange Network
FWS U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

USDA
USFS

GRIN Graduate Research Innovation Award

USFS FAM

IAFC International Association of Fire Chiefs
IFPM Interagency Fire Program Management
ITC Intertribal Timber Council

USGS
WFLC
WUI
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Science, technology, engineering,
and math
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Forest Service – Fire and Aviation
Management
U.S. Geological Survey
Wildland Fire Leadership Council
Wildland-urban interface

1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
1.1 Purpose

1.3 Background and context

The Science/Policy Work Group (SPWG or work group) was
convened in 2016 to develop specific, actionable mechanisms
and options to foster the productive exchange of science for
policy/regulatory application, and to garner strong support
and buy-in through iterative feedback from the broader
community of key stakeholders who will be involved in
implementation.

The work group’s scope (see Phase 2 description) was nested
within a broader process that JFSP is pursuing in an effort
to find approaches that consistently integrate wildland fire
science into policy-making in a timely and effective way.
Phase 1: Assessment for Connecting Science to
Policy. The JFSP Board engaged the U.S. Institute for
Environmental Conflict Resolution (the U.S. Institute) to
provide independent third-party neutral assistance to assess
key stakeholder needs and interests for the integration
of science into policy. EnviroIssues (third-party neutrals
contracted and working under the auspices of the U.S.
Institute) conducted the assessment and interviewed 45
experts in fire science, land, and resource management
between November 2015 and January 2016. Assessment
findings are presented in the Joint Fire Science Program Connecting Science and Policy Assessment Report (June 2016).

1.2 Scope and focus of the SPWG
Using stakeholder recommendations received during an
assessment process as a foundation (see Phase 1 description),
the SPWG sought to collaboratively (1) develop specific,
actionable mechanisms and options to foster the productive
integration of fire science into policy and (2) recommend
what JFSP’s role could be in identifying and responding to fire
policy-relevant science needs. Preliminary draft mechanisms
were shared with the JFSP Program Office and Governing
Board in October 2016. Final suggestions for mechanisms, as
well as suggestions regarding JFSP’s role, were developed in
early 2017 through the preparation and distribution of this
report.

Phase 2: Develop Mechanisms/Options for
Connecting Science and Policy. Building off the
assessment findings, the SPWG developed specific,
actionable suggestions with strong support from key
stakeholders who may be involved in implementation.

A note about policy vs. management

Phase 3: Develop an Action Plan. Pending the JFSP
Governing Board’s decision, the JFSP Program Office may
develop an action and implementation plan, informed by its
independent evaluation of the SPWG suggestions. Action
planning would include consultation with the broader fire
science and policy community.

The focus for this group was to explore ways of
improving the integration of fire science into policy,
as differentiated from the integration of science into
operations and management. While work group
members acknowledged the interconnectedness of the
policy and management landscapes at both regional
and national scales, the decision to focus on the
science-policy interface was determined by the fact that
JFSP has previously focused on science-management
integration topics through its research investments and
the Fire Science Exchange Network (FSEN) over the last
several years. SPWG members described their working
definition of policy as fairly broad and multi-level,
including policy made legislatively (e.g., by Congress)
and through rules and regulations (e.g., by agencies).

1.4 SPWG members
EnviroIssues independently invited individuals to
participate on the SPWG and sought to create a work
group that reflected individual perspectives and roles in fire
science, management, and policy. Members were selected
from a variety of federal, state, and tribal entities. SPWG
membership consisted of the following eleven individuals:
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SPWG Member

Affiliation

Title

Role/Perspective1

Kirk Baker

U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Office of Air Quality
Planning & Standards

Physical Scientist

Scientist, translator

Denise Blankenship

U.S. Forest Service – Fire and
Aviation Management

Deputy Director

Policymaker

Mark Brunson

Utah State University / Fire Science Professor, Dept. of Environment
Exchange Network
and Society / Great Basin Fire
Science Exchange Steering
Committee Member

Scientist, science advisor,
translator

Bud Cribley

Bureau Land Management – Alaska

State Director

Policymaker

Joe Freeland

Nevada Division of Forestry

State Forester

Policymaker, policy advisor

Colin Hardy

U.S. Forest Service – Rocky
Mountain Research Station

Program Manager, Fire, Fuel,
and Smoke Science Program

Scientist, science advisor

Bill Kaage

National Park Service

Division Chief, Fire and
Aviation Management

Policymaker, policy advisor

Pete Lahm

U.S. Forest Service – Fire and
Aviation Management

Air Resource Specialist

Policy advisor, translator

Lynn Polacca

Bureau of Indian Affairs – Alaska

Acting Regional Director

Policymaker, policy advisor

Shannon Smith

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service,
National Wildlife Refuge System

Deputy Chief Division
of Natural Resources &
Conservation Planning

Policy advisor, translator

Anna Stull

U.S. Geological Survey, Natural
Hazards Mission Area

Emergency Management
Specialist

Science advisor, translator

1
See Section 3.2 (page 6) for role definitions. Though each SPWG member brought perspectives from the role(s) they generally fill, members worked
diligently to understand the perspectives from roles other than their own, and sought to represent them in the absence of a given member.

Work group members did not serve as formal representatives of their agencies. Their responsibility within the work group was
to bring their perspectives to the table, work collaboratively with other interests, be informed about the topic, and actively
participate in work group deliberations and product development. Though JFSP and others were consulted for input, the
work group process and the resulting suggestions described in this report were developed independently from
the JFSP Program Office and Governing Board.

1.5 Role of conveners and
co-conveners

The Facilitation Team worked with members throughout the
drafting process to ensure their views were represented.

EnviroIssues: The U.S. Institute contracted the services
of an independent third-party neutral co-convener and
facilitator, EnviroIssues, to provide support to this project.
The Facilitation Team of Susan Hayman and Lauren Dennis
neutrally and impartially supported all work group members,
maintained the integrity of the collaborative process, and
facilitated communication about the process among work
group members and other interested parties. The Facilitation
Team was responsible for determining and managing the
composition of the work group, designing and distributing
meeting agendas and pre-work materials, distributing draft
and final meeting summaries, and preparing draft and final
work group products under the direction of SPWG members.

U.S. Institute: As co-convener, the role of the U.S. Institute
was to review and provide oversight to the convening and
facilitation services provided by EnviroIssues, as well as
work with all parties to maintain the project schedule. The
U.S. Institute, represented by Henrietta DeGroot, was also
the primary administrative point of contact with the JFSP
Governing Board and Program Office.
Joint Fire Science Program: The JFSP Governing Board
and Program Office, as a key target audience and one of the
recipients of the draft and final products, will incorporate
work group suggestions as they deem appropriate through
development of an action/implementation plan. A member of
the JFSP Governing Board (Denise Blankenship) participated
as an equal member in the work group.
4

2. METHODS
2.1 Overview and timeline

Abstracts of the mechanisms were prepared to provide the
fundamental details (description, need, and target audience2)

In September 2015, the JFSP engaged the U.S. Institute
and EnviroIssues to independently assess key stakeholder
needs and interests for the integration of fire science into
related policy (Phase 1). Forty-five experts in fire science,
land, and resource management were interviewed between
November 2015 and January 2016. Findings from the 2016
Assessment Report provided, among other things, a synthesis
of suggested new (and improvements to existing) sciencepolicy integration mechanisms captured from the assessment
interviews.

of the mechanisms. These abstracts were provided to the JFSP
Program Office and Governing Board, who submitted initial
feedback that was incorporated into a second version of the
mechanism abstracts distributed to the broader community
of reviewers. (See specific feedback prompting questions in
Appendix 1, the mechanism abstracts in Appendix 2, and a
list of those to whom mechanism abstracts were distributed
in Appendix 4.)
Substantive feedback was received from the JFSP Governing
Board and Program Office, as well as from reviewers across
the broader science-policy community. After carefully
reviewing, considering, and discussing all feedback received
from reviewers (see compiled feedback in Appendix 3), the
SPWG made several revisions and refinements to existing
mechanisms, in addition to developing a new mechanism
(Building Translator Capacity: Fire Science Details for
Mid-Career Agency Professionals), resulting in a final total
of 17 mechanisms. In instances where feedback was not
incorporated, it generally was the result of the SPWG’s
conclusion that the respective suggestion extended beyond
the scope of this effort.

In July 2016, the U.S. Institute and EnviroIssues co-convened
the SPWG to build upon the assessment findings and further
develop them into actionable mechanisms that could be
considered for implementation by JFSP and other agencies
and organizations. SPWG members met for a series of three
in-person and four virtual meetings over the six-month
period between August 2016 and February 2017, including
interactions with the JFSP Program Office and Governing
Board in October and December to present and discuss draft
materials. A draft of this final report was provided to the
JFSP Program Office in February 2017 in time to serve as
supporting material to the 2017 JFSP program review. This
report was finalized in March 2017, then presented to the
JFSP Governing Board and distributed to reviewers in April
2017.

2.3 Process for mechanism evaluation
The work group determined that each of the mechanisms
developed would be effective in furthering the integration
of science and policy for the intended audience, and should
be included in the final report. The work group further
determined that categorization of the mechanisms based on
urgency to implement would be most appropriate and useful,
given the intended use of the process outcomes. In this regard,
SPWG members agreed to four categories:

2.2 Process for mechanisms
development and review
Using themes identified in the 2016 Assessment Report as
a framework, the SPWG first created a list of mechanisms
that work group members felt were promising for further
development, then added details, such as what the
mechanism would entail, its importance, target audience(s)
and beneficiaries, implementation considerations, etc. The
development of these details was iterative and collaborative
among SPWG members.

1. Low-hanging fruit, i.e., mechanisms that will likely
require a relatively low level of effort and investment,
and could be developed and implemented within a short
time-frame
2. Urgent to begin, i.e., mechanisms that have the
potential to be highly impactful and thus suggested for
priority implementation between now and the next JFSP
program review, regardless of the required level of effort
and investment

Once the initial draft mechanism details were developed,
the work group sought preliminary feedback from the
JFSP Program Office and Governing Board as well as the
broader community of fire science and policy professionals.

2
During JFSP review of the mechanism abstracts, a specific comment was received that the abstracts should identify the target audience. In
response to that feedback, the updated version of the mechanism abstracts distributed to the broader community of reviewers included target
audiences for each mechanism.
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3. Useful, not urgent, i.e., mechanisms that are valuable
and have the potential to be impactful, but that are not
suggested as high priorities for implementation in the
immediate future

The work group categorized the 17 mechanisms based on
discussions among those attending the January 2017 meeting,
with further review and concurrence with all SPWG members.
In this evaluation process, work group members considered
these four categories to be discrete and non-overlapping.
The work group’s rationale for categorizing mechanisms as
“urgent to begin” are noted in the mechanism descriptions
and in footnotes to the summary table (See Table 1 of
Section 3.3).

4. Transition-dependent, i.e., mechanisms whose viability
depends on the constraints and opportunities presented
by current and future administrations and are, thus,
suggested to be tabled for now

3. SUGGESTED MECHANISMS FOR INTEGRATING
FIRE SCIENCE INTO POLICY
3.1 	 Guiding principles

4. Honor and reflect the importance of state
perspectives. Fire policy information needs and issues
often arise at the state forester level. While a national
perspective is important, one size does not fit all. The
National Association of State Foresters (NASF) should be
a continued partner of JFSP and others to help integrate
state needs into the fire science-policy conversation, as
appropriate.

The SPWG identified several guiding principles that apply
universally across all suggested mechanisms, and believes
they should be integral to any new efforts deriving from the
outcomes of the work group process. These guiding principles
were developed by the SPWG independent of any direction
from JFSP or others:
1. Leverage existing programs and processes. The
suggested mechanisms should honor past and current
efforts and, where possible, implementing entities should
collaborate with existing and new partners to build from
their work and avoid programmatic duplication.

5. Maintain scientific integrity and ethics. Mechanisms
that intend to better integrate fire science in policy
should not put scientists in the position of lobbying
policymakers. All suggested activities are intended to
comply with U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Scientific Integrity Policy and the U.S. Department of
Interior (DOI) policy on the Integrity of Scientific and
Scholarly Activities.

2. Utilize traditional knowledge in broadening the
definition of fire science. Traditional knowledge
can be defined as the quantitative information about
ecological interrelationships that has accumulated across
generations of people (Watson et al., 20113). The work
group believes that tribal and non-tribal traditional
knowledge of fire is underutilized, and could be an
invaluable asset to current ecological understanding.
Where possible, JFSP and others should think about
how to better incorporate traditional knowledge into its
science base.

6. Integrate priority-setting of science and policy
needs. The need for an effective, collaborative process
among researchers and policymakers to identify science
gaps related to fire policy issues is an underpinning
concept of these mechanisms.

3.2 Definitions
For the purposes of the work group’s discussions, the
following definitions and distinctions, as used in the 2016
Assessment Report, were employed to characterize the various
roles across and at the intersection of the fire science and
policy landscapes:

3. Build in monitoring and accountability. To protect
the investments of JFSP and others in new programmatic
efforts, it is critical that programmatic monitoring and
evaluation occurs on a scheduled basis. Additionally, JFSP
and other federal entities should be vigilant regarding
compliance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act
(FACA) when undertaking any new efforts.

Policymakers: Those with decision-authority for a policy,
including lawmakers in Congress as well as regulatory officials
who set regulatory policy or other issuance of policy.

3
Watson, Alan; Matt, Roian; Knotek, Katie; Williams, Daniel R.; Yung, Laurie. 2011. Traditional wisdom: Protecting relationships with wilderness as a
cultural landscape. Ecology and Society. 16(1): 36. Online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol16/iss1/art36/
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3.3. Complete mechanism details

Policy advisors and science advisors: Those relied upon
to provide policy or science advice to a policymaker. Policy and
science advisors may be either staff (internal) or consultants
(external).

The following pages include a summary table of the 17
mechanisms as well as the detailed descriptions for each,
developed by the SPWG. It should be noted:

Scientists: Those who conduct and report science based on
recognized scientific principles.

Explanatory examples: Topics or examples provided in
these mechanisms are explanatory, and do not represent an
all-inclusive list of how mechanisms could be integrated or
implemented across the broad landscape of fire-relevant issues.

Translators: Those who operate at the interface of science
and policy, and are relied upon to create a bridge between the
two for policymakers.

Distinction between benefitting role and target
audience: The mechanism details include reference to both
benefitting roles and target audiences. Those groups listed as a
benefitting role are one of the groups listed in the definitions
(see Section 3.2), i.e., key players in the science-policy
interface. The mechanism benefits their ability to enable
science integration in policymaking, according to their role.
By contrast, a mechanism’s target audience (e.g., the public) is
the intended user of the mechanism but may not be central to
the science-policy interface. In some cases, those listed in the
benefitting role and target audience are identical; in others,
they differ.

A note of clarification about translators, in response to
feedback from JFSP: Some of the mechanisms proposed by
the SPWG would directly connect scientists with policy and
decision makers. Others would accomplish this indirectly
by “building translation capacity” for fire science. This
report defines “translation” as activities that can bridge gaps
between scientific discovery and the application of new
knowledge. Such activities not only entail making science
more accessible to laypersons, but also finding ways to engage
potential end-users in the processes of science.
As more people recognize the need to make scientific research
more usable, there is a growing market for “translation
professionals” including science journalists, extension agents,
agency policy advisors, FSEN coordinators, communications
consultants, etc., as well as a growing number of university
programs (generally at the Master’s level) to train those
professionals. The SPWG believes it is vital for future
translation professionals to be introduced to fire science
during their training. At the same time, there are situations
when translation professionals are not available but the need
for translation exists nonetheless. To address such situations,
this work group also proposes programs that would
introduce future scientists (Ph.D. students or post-docs) to
policy-making processes and mid-career agency managers to
scientific research processes so that they may be more skilled
at bridging gaps between discovery and decision-making. (See
Section 3.3)

Potential lead: The work group acknowledged that many
of these mechanisms could be led and/or implemented by
numerous agencies or organizations, not solely JFSP. After
thoughtful deliberation of the benefits and disadvantages of
identifying potential leads, the group decided to include a
potential (though not exclusive) lead in these details in the
interest of being action-oriented.
Potential partners: The work group also acknowledged
that not all agencies or entities are able to collaborate with
all recommended partners in these suggested mechanisms
due to their internal policies, especially potential partners
who engage in advocacy or lobbying. While those with
relevant expertise are noted, implementers will need to defer
to their respective internal policies when determining the
appropriateness of partnerships.
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Table 1: Suggested Mechanisms by Category

Category
Low-hanging fruit
(will likely require a relatively
low level of effort and investment,
and could be developed and
implemented within a short timeframe)

Theme

Mechanism

Building Translation Capacity

Graduate Student Internships in Fire
Policy

Public & Educational Programs

Topic-Driven Virtual Interactions
Between Scientists & the Public

Task Group/Teams

Rapid Response Teams

Urgent to begin
Science-Driven Communications
(has the potential to be highly
impactful and is suggested for
priority implementation in the near
Science-Policy Information Providers
future)
Useful, not urgent
(has the potential to be impactful,
but is not suggested as high
priority for implementation in the
immediate future)

Transition-dependent
(viability depends on new
administration priorities and is
suggested to be tabled for now)

Policy-Focused Series of Fire Science
“Briefs”4
Topic Consortia5

Building Translation Capacity

Promote Fire Policy Content
in Existing Translator-Training
Programs

Building Translation Capacity

Fire Science Details for Mid-Career
Agency Professionals

Building Translation Capacity

Wildland Fire Journalist Institute

Online and On-Demand

Increase Visibility of Firescience.gov
and the FSEN6

Online and On-Demand

Modify Design of Firescience.gov
to Make Content More Searchable,
Locatable

Professional Networks

Build a Better Science-Policy
Network

Public & Educational Programs

Curriculum Modules for Multi-Level
Fire Science Education

Science-Driven Communications

Promote Open-Access Publication

Simulations

Foreseeing Science Support of Policy
Needs of the Current National Fire
Program

Simulations

After Action Review (AAR) for
Policy Decisions Associated with the
2000 Fire Plan

Think Tank/National Nodes

Build Upon the Quadrennial Fire
Review

Think Tank/National Nodes

Attend Collaborative Fire Leadership
Meetings

4
This mechanism is identified as ‘urgent to begin’ by the work group because briefs could greatly assist in providing information to
the set of upper-level decisions makers coming into office with the new administration.
5
This mechanism is identified as ‘urgent to begin’ because there could be emerging fire science-policy issues that require an
immediate, coordinated response. As this mechanism may take some time to develop and implement, it is important to begin
building these consortia soon.
6
This mechanism, in addition to the one following it (“Modify Design of Firescience.gov to Make Content More Searchable,
Locatable”), could be implemented at the next scheduled website redesign for Firescience.gov.
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Building Translation Capacity:
Graduate Student Internships in
Fire Policy

•
•
•

Description: JFSP, along with its contributing agency and
foundation partners, could coordinate and fund a program
placing Ph.D. students in short-term internships with offices
(including appropriate congressional offices and relevant
House or Senate committees) that make fire policy decisions
or advise policymakers on fire science. This program would
cultivate translational skills among interested future fire
scientists to help them better tailor their research to policy
needs, analyze policy implications of research results, and/or
provide non-technical research summaries targeted to address
policy questions.

Identify and monitor expectations of students
Report outcomes to internship hosts and the fire science/
policy community
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) also has a postdoctorate program that could bring on recent Ph.D.’s who
have a focus in fire science/policy – these can be name
requested and provided a position for up to two years.

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment
•

•
•

To develop: Moderate (however much of the work could
be conducted by a university or NGO partner through an
agreement)
To implement: Moderate
To maintain: Low

Payoff: Strategic
Potential Barriers: The program requires commitment of
agencies that must mentor students and potentially change
operating procedures to effectively engage interns in policy
processes for this to be successful.

Need: Today’s graduate students in environmental and
natural resource sciences often seek opportunities to learn
first-hand about policy and stakeholder engagement, yet these
are rarely part of graduate university curricula. Most science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) doctorates
do not lead to a research career, and many Ph.D. scientists
find work in government agencies, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), or private-sector businesses.
Experience in the fire policy arena would offer valuable skills
and insights for the latter category of job applicant.

Potential Lead: JFSP
Potential Partners: American Association of the
Advancement of Science (AAAS), Ecological Society
of America, International Association of Wildland Fire
(IAWF), Association for Fire Ecology (AFE), National Parks
Conservation Association, The Wildlife Society, The Nature
Conservancy (TNC)

Target Audience: Ph.D. graduate students who seek
exposure to translation skills and the decision-making in the
areas relating to resource management.

Benefitting Role(s): Translators, policymakers
Implementation Considerations: JFSP and contributing
partners (agencies, foundations, etc.) could:
• Allocate funds directly toward internships or (more
likely) create an agreement with a university partner to
solicit positions in appropriate offices; could be operated
as a request for proposal, Funding Opportunity Notice
(FON), or similar procurement mechanism with three to
four interns at a time, either as part of or separate from
Graduate Research Innovation (GRIN) awards
• Recruit, screen and select applicants
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Public & Educational Programs:
Topic-Driven Virtual Interactions
Between Scientists & the Public

Implementation Considerations:
•
•
•
•

Description: JFSP and partners could host a monthly

Announce on Firescience.gov, regional exchange websites,
and other relevant networks
Potentially use the FSEN or other networks to implement
Incorporate effectiveness monitoring
Could exploit the science briefs as materials (see “PolicyFocused Series of Fire Science ‘Briefs’” mechanism)
Another platform option to reach other demographic
groups includes Facebook Live

interactive dialogue on Twitter (as an example platform)
on Firescience.gov about a preset fire science topic of public
interest. The discussion could include scientists and subject
matter experts available to answer questions and engage in
an information exchange. These interactions would be at
a set day and time so that interested groups would have a
continued expectation of interactive dialogue. Effectiveness
monitoring would be incorporated to ensure success. If
successful, this mechanism would increase access to fire
science and understanding for how science could inform
policy amongst translators, journalists, policy advisors, and
the public. This is intended to be broader than the FSEN
webinars that are designed for managers.

•

Need: Educating the public about fire science,

Potential Lead: JFSP

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

To develop: Moderate
To implement: Moderate
To maintain: Moderate/Low

Payoff: Strategic
Potential Barriers: Time and effort needed to develop
topics and get experts together; generating interest;
potentially obtaining the authority to conduct.

environmental impacts of wildland fires, behaviors to
avoid negative health effects from wildland fires, and land
management practices is critical to underpinning policy with
the best available information.

Potential Partners: Fire Research and Management
Exchange System (FRAMES)

Target Audience: The public and other less technically
knowledgeable individuals looking to engage on fire science
topics

Benefitting Role(s): Policymakers, science advisors, policy
advisors, translators

Task Groups/Teams: Rapid
Response Teams

“crisis.” All interactions with these Rapid Resource Teams
would honor communication protocols as defined by DOI and
USDA, and are not intended to conflict with any agency’s
protocol. Team membership could be organized around issues
(e.g., air quality, wildland-urban interface [WUI]) and could
be comprised of geographically dispersed representatives from
federal agencies, states, tribes and academia who know where
to find information quickly. This mechanism would reflect
very rapid implementation; recurrence would be intermittent
at random and unanticipated times.

Description: JFSP (or another entity such as the Forest
Service Science Program or USGS) could organize small teams
of scientists and translators that could be quickly mobilized
on short notice (e.g., 15 minutes or two weeks) to interact
with legislative affairs personnel or higher-level agency
officials and explain how science could inform a policy-related
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Need: When events trigger a perceived crisis, policies are

on the roster). Could use a one-pager describing the
rapid response concept. Help could be requested through
department and agency legislative affairs staff.
Models of such programs can be found in Ecological
Society of America, TNC, Forest Service Research &
Development

often enacted quickly so to assuage public or political concern,
and there often isn’t time for policymakers to identify and
incorporate “best science” to inform such decisions. This
mechanism would pre-stage the response in order to bring
science to policymakers in the timeliest manner possible.

•

Target Audience: Policymakers and scientists, legislative

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:

and executive branch

•
•
•

Benefitting Role(s): Policymakers, scientists

Payment mechanisms across agency boundaries to staff and
logistically support the teams would be required, and could
be potentially articulated in an interagency agreement. Funds
would be reserved to cover expenses when needed during
implementation.

Implementation Considerations:
•

•
•

•

•

To develop: Moderate/High
To implement: Moderate
To maintain: Moderate

Teams could be made up of generalists that know where
to find information quickly. The lead entity could call
on the FSEN to access scientists and translators. There
may be a need to explain the roles up front within
organizations at already scheduled annual meetings.
May be able to minimize travel by responding via videoteleconference, conference calls, etc.
A first step might be to identify a small set of “test”
topics, identify needed expertise, and solicit interest in
applying to the positions. Start with a deep bench, then
as opportunities present themselves, add specialized
teams. JFSP could coordinate the logistics of team
availability, etc.
If implemented by JFSP, Program Office staff would
need to reach out to likely participants to determine
their willingness to be on a list of rapid responders. They
would also need to be able to recognize events likely to
warrant activating a rapid response team, and to be able
to do so quickly when situations demand it.
Requests would come to JFSP from Department of
Interior’s Office of Wildland Fire (DOI OWF), the U.S.
Forest Service Fire and Aviation Management (USFS
FAM), or other agencies. JFSP could maintain the roster
of potential “rapid responders” by having identified predetermined, policy-relevant topic areas. Logistics could be
spelled out in an appropriate agreement instrument. Prebriefings should include interactions with the appropriate
agency personnel (per existing communication protocols)
to raise awareness of the teams’ existence (not who’s

Payoff: Immediate
Potential Barriers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finding the appropriate federal financial mechanism to
reserve funding
Determining a point of contact for mobilizing this rapid
response team
Challenge of developing the necessary “deep bench”
Clarity of job assignments for team members
Logistically difficult
This type of program needs to be actively managed
(rosters, knowing availability, pay, etc.)
Determining the need for dispersed expertise, rather than
Beltway-focused team membership

Potential Lead: JFSP
Potential Partners: FSEN
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Science-Driven
Communications:
Policy-Focused Series of Fire
Science “Briefs”

Benefitting Role(s): Policymakers, policy advisors,
science advisors

Implementation Considerations:
•

Description: JFSP could develop a set of policy-focused
Fire Science Briefs, similar to the series previously published
prior to 2012, to highlight and describe policy implications
of research. These briefs should be policy-relevant and could
be developed by FSEN-affiliated translators in consultation
with scientists and policy professionals. JFSP could identify
and filter for research projects that are likely to generate
policy discussion as brief targets. To create a more complete
compendium, JFSP could also collect other currently available
policy briefs from sources both domestic and abroad, and
organize/make them accessible by topic. Briefs could be
maintained on Firescience.gov and made available for
distribution through the entire FSEN. Use of these briefs
would adhere to USDA and DOI science integrity policies.

•

•
•
•

JFSP’s Program Director could identify and filter for
research projects that are likely to generate policy
discussion and could have policy implications, and work
with those investigators and the most appropriate fire
science regional exchange to ensure that briefs were
created.
A work group made up of regional exchange coordinators/
principle investigators could assess research relevant for
these briefs, considering both regional and national issues.
There is also an opportunity to collect all existing policy
briefs and publicize them.
Ensure briefs are audience-oriented and not just science to
science (i.e., science to public and to policy).
There are a lot of examples of this kind of content, e.g.,
“Science You Can Use” published by the U.S. Forest
Service Rocky Mountain Research Station (RMRS).

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

Need: Several interviewees for the assessment, especially
policy advisors, called for summaries of fire science articles
similar to the Fire Science Briefs or USFS “Rainbow
Series.” Some scientific journals require authors to describe
management and/or policy implications of their research,
but these descriptions of policy relevance may not ever reach
policymakers. This mechanism would create a more direct
pathway to policy advisors or decision makers, and was
identified as ‘urgent to begin’ by the work group because
briefs could greatly assist in providing information to the set
of upper-level decisions makers coming into office with the
new administration.

To develop: Moderate
To implement: Moderate
To maintain: Low

Payoff: Immediate
Potential Barriers: In some cases, this could require
funding beyond what is already provided to the FSEN, as
it creates a new category of JFSP publication. Additionally,
scientists may not be the best to interpret the “policy
relevance” of their work.

Potential Lead: JFSP

Target Audience: Policymakers, policy advisors,

Potential Partners: FSEN

science advisors

Science-Policy Information
Providers: Topic Consortia

teams) based on specific areas of need where fire science could
inform policy development. Each consortium would provide a
backbone of leadership with experience in developing policy/
regulation/guidance (i.e., with policy “chops”) for the topic
area. The consortia would also have on-staff or accessible
science translation capability and science and subject matter

Description: JFSP and its partners could develop standing
topic-based consortia (as opposed to ad hoc rapid response
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expertise. As needed, scientists could also be accessed via
dialogue with existing regional exchanges and the JFSP
science community. These consortia could also have a plan
for engaging expert scientists that are outside JFSP’s usual
network of JFSP-funded scientists and the FSEN. Topic areas
could be determined through surveying agency leadership,
policy leaders, and partners to identify prioritized policy/
regulatory needs where the application of science and science
knowledge is needed. Potential topics for standing consortia
could include suppression methods, firefighter safety, climate
and fire, wildfire, prescribed fire, and fire in wilderness.

•

•

As compared to voluntary rapid response teams, the
financial and performance accountability is a different
model for product development. Alternatively, JFSP and/
or its partners could designate existing consortia to lead
on persistent issues (e.g., the Great Basin Landscape
Conservation Cooperative leads on Secretarial Order 3336
management and policy issues). Either way, additional
funds/resources will be needed to stand up the consortia.
Because the focus areas would be topical, there would be
no particular geographic requirement for location. Perhaps
the pilot topic area would be located where the strongest
expertise is located.

Need: Existing fire science exchanges are regionally focused
Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:

and management-oriented (as opposed to policy-oriented).
This mechanism would provide an opportunity to focus
science on a particular area of policy interest, without regard
to geography or regions. It would also enable consortia
members to initiate new scientific research in response to
specific policy questions as they emerge. Expertise would be
known and readily available to policymakers, policy advisors,
scientists and translators. This mechanism was identified
as ‘urgent to begin’ by the work group as there could be
emerging fire science-policy issues that require an immediate,
coordinated response. As it may take some time to develop
and implement, it is important to start building these
consortia soon.

•
•
•

The duration of funding and need for a specific topic area
consortia would be tied to the topic. Challenges of policy and
science will be perpetual around use of prescribed fire, whereas
other topics such as how to manage fire effects on a specific
endangered species may have a tighter timeline.

Payoff: Immediate

Target Audience: Policymakers, policy advisors

Potential Barriers: More topics/focal areas than funding

Benefitting Role(s): Policymakers, policy advisors,

support; relying on the JFSP consortia which have different
strengths and ties to scientists, e.g., smoke or prescribed fire
is not a forte or focal point of all the existing JFSP knowledge
consortia. This approach could address that barrier to national
science support and policy development — there is a need to
actively seek out independent non-JFSP network scientists.

translators

Implementation Considerations:
•

•

•

To develop: Moderate (dependent on number of topic
areas funded)
To implement: Moderate (dependent on number of topic
areas funded)
To maintain: Moderate (dependent on number of topic
areas funded)

Survey agency leadership, policy leaders, and partners
could identify priority topic areas, and then subsequently
identify a pilot topic area to test the mechanics.
Develop a request for proposal, FON, or similar
procurement mechanism that would specify the
objectives, requirements, timeframes, and measures
of success. JFSP would be the facilitator for the
identification and performance accountability of the
independent consortia.
Use of independent topic consortia would allow for
standing capability on the respective topic area with
clear established goals, expectations of performance and
accountability which contracting such services would
provide.

Potential Lead: JFSP
Potential Partners: Existing entities that could be potential
homes for such focused consortia include (for example) the
Aldo Leopold Institute, Interagency Wilderness Policy Council,
Coalition of Prescribed Fire Councils, and others that have
focused areas of expertise.
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Building Translation Capacity:
Promote Fire Policy Content
in Existing Translator-Training
Programs

oo

Description: An increasing number of Master’s-level and
non-degree training programs offer curricula designed to help
students become science translators. These programs vary in
the extent to which fire policy examples and opportunities
are emphasized. Leaders within the Federal Fire Science
Coordination Council (FFSCC), JFSP, IAWF, AFE, and the fire
management community, could work with these training
programs to develop curriculum modules, provide expert
speakers, and otherwise create wider awareness of fire sciencepolicy challenges and how translator professionals have or
could address those challenges. This idea differs from the
Graduate Internship Program mechanism in that it brings
a lower-intensity level of content to a large audience and
exposes translators to the challenges that translation can
raise.

•

•

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

Potential Barriers: Training programs have established
curricula, and must be convinced to open the door to fire
science. Recruiting speakers/trainers may be difficult without
offering compensation.

Potential Lead: JFSP and FFSCC
Potential Partners: IAWF, AFE, National Conservation
Training Center, COMPASS, universities

Target Audience: Students and agency, industry, NGO,
and academic professionals who have or seek sciencetranslation roles

Benefitting Role(s): Translators, policymakers
Implementation Considerations:

•

To develop: Moderate (to develop curricula)
To implement: Moderate (raising awareness of the
curriculum to the entities that would deliver it)
To maintain: Low

Payoff: Strategic

Need: Developing skills to assist policymakers in applying
relevant science to policy decisions is a growing field in
academic training and research. The translated science can
cover a wide range of topics. It is important that a subset of
existing and aspiring translators have a foundation in fire
science and its relationship to policy. This would be effective
at creating the next generation of science translators and
enhancing opportunities for science-policy integration in the
future.

•

Agency short courses (e.g., National Conservation
Training Center)
oo On-site workshops by organizations promoting
science communication such as COMPASS
oo Interdisciplinary non-thesis graduate programs
in natural resources and environment offered
by University of California-Davis, University of
California-Santa Barbara, Utah State University,
University of Wisconsin, University of Michigan,
Yale University, Duke University, Northern Arizona
University, and University of Idaho (among others)
Would be relatively simple, since existing entities would
be managing their own programs and this would be an
additional component
Could be coordinated by FFSCC

Make individual contacts with potential training partners
to identify needs and opportunities, then solicit proposals
for curriculum development or speaking
Fire topics could be incorporated through
existing degree-granting and non-degree training
programs, e.g.:
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Building Translation Capacity:
Fire Science Details for MidCareer Agency Professionals
Description: Mid-career agency professionals interested

•

in advancement to decision-maker levels serve short-term
(approximately four months) details in agency or university
research laboratories, where they would become more familiar
with the processes and limitations of scientific research while
reviewing current science on a particular topic. Scientists
would provide assistance on interpreting scientific papers
and could review the manager’s work product, while learning
from managers about potential challenges in turning the
science into action. JFSP could serve as a clearinghouse
connecting interested managers with researcher hosts.

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•

•

among interested agency professionals, to help them
understand what fire research can and can’t do, and how
to effectively reach out to scientists when they have urgent
needs for situationally relevant data or findings.

Potential Barriers: The program requires agreement
by busy researchers who must have facilities and time to
provide meaningful guidance to visiting agency professionals.
Authority to assign details to non-federal organizations may
be complicated to obtain.

Target Audience: Mid-career agency professionals
(typically GS-11 to 13)

Potential Lead: JFSP

Benefitting Role(s): Translators, policy advisors,

Potential Partners: Agencies and universities

policymakers

Implementation Considerations:

•

•
•

To develop: Moderate/High (initial investment to create
the web-based clearinghouse and recruit researcher hosts)
To implement: Low (beyond the normal personnel
management effort required to process any government
detail)
To maintain: Low

Payoff: Strategic

Need: The program would promote translational skills

•

station would not be able to fund the detail as a cost of
obtaining the desired scientific information. A separate
budget may need to be created to cover temporary
relocation costs, but it is assumed that host labs would
not be compensated and agency participants would
continue to be paid by their duty organizations.
An agreement instrument may need to be developed
between JFSP, non-federal research organizations, and/or
agency employers

JFSP’s role could be to recruit researchers and labs with
facility and time capacity to host agency professionals,
and to operate an online clearinghouse (web page) to link
interested participants and hosts.
Could be implemented year-round, with timing tied to
cycles specific to the individual professional and the host
organization.
Participants could be recruited nationwide to work in any
U.S.-based research group willing to host.
Primary cost would be relocation of the agency
participants in instances where they are not already in
the same location as the host research group. This may
require investment in cases where the participant’s duty
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Building Translation Capacity:
Wildland Fire Journalist Institute

Implementation Considerations:
•

Description: JFSP or other entities could organize an annual
“institute” that brings together a small (10-15 people) set of
print, broadcast, and online journalists alongside a similar
number of scientists and provides training for journalists
specific to the region and current issues, while helping each
group understand the constraints under which each operates.
This institute could be hosted in a different region each year
before the start of the highest-activity of fire season.7

•

•

Need: Journalists serve in a default “translator” role
(science/policy to public) but often have little or no
training in fire ecology and management. They are,
however, frequently called upon to interpret fire science and
management on short deadlines. As a result, the information
they provide may include misinterpretations that can
influence public opinion and understanding. Public opinion
often influences or drives policy decisions. It is therefore
important to help journalists understand fire better. Similarly,
fire scientists generally have no training in journalism. Their
frustration with journalistic norms or past misconceptions
can cause scientists to avoid working with journalists,
but this tendency can lead to further promulgation of
misunderstandings. Mutual understanding could make the
scientist-journalist interactions more fruitful and improve an
informed public’s influence on policy.

•

Institutes could be managed by the JFSP communications
shop in conjunction with one or more JFSP fire science
exchanges in the region where the institute would
take place. Regional exchanges could take the lead on
organizing with support from JFSP. Alternatively, this
could be handled by contract but likely at higher cost.
An application process would be required for journalist
participants; scientists could either apply or be invited
(especially if they have particular expertise or interest due
to regional or issue-driven contexts).
Recruit from appropriate journalist and reporter
participants in fire refresher courses (e.g., Incident
Qualifications and Certification System of USDA and
DOI). There may be an opportunity to expand to regional
public affairs officers and public information officers as
vectors.
As a short-term goal concurrent with or before an
institute is established, JFSP or partners could create a
document similar to eFIRECOM’s Forest Fires – Guideline
for Communicators and Journalists, utilizing JFSP science
resources.

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

To develop: High (would have to tailor to the specific
regional needs/issues)
To implement: High
To maintain: Moderate

At least partial support for travel expenses would likely be
necessary, in addition to onsite costs of sessions. JFSP doesn’t
necessarily need to be the funding entity; funding could be
from private and/or federal resources.

Target Audience: Print, broadcast, and online journalists
as well as public information officers and public affairs
officers whose work requires them to report fairly frequently
on wildfires, fire science, and/or fire policy (examples include
Carly Caswell of High Country News, Timothy Egan of the
New York Times, and Rocky Barker of the Idaho Statesman);
scientists whose expertise may bring them into contact with
journalists.

should be required.

Benefitting Role(s): Translators, scientists

Potential Lead: JFSP or other entities

Payoff: Strategic
Potential Barriers: No regulatory or agency permissions

In January 2017, it was brought to the attention of the SPWG that the Institute of Journalism and Natural Resources already provides a similar
program, though it is not always fire-related. The Institute’s program could be a potential model or partner. Similarly, the Institute’s efforts could
benefit from the ideas brainstormed here by the SPWG to carry efforts into future years and other regions.
7
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Potential Partners: FSEN, Society of Environmental

interested in marine science and for scientists seeking to learn
more about communication; they would likely be willing to
help. The Nicholas School at Duke University would also
likely be interested in partnering, as would COMPASS.

Journalists, eFIRECOM, and the Institute for Journalism
and Natural Resources (Institute). Of note, the Institute has
previously partnered with USFWS to train journalists on
specific issues of interest. The Metcalf Institute for Marine
and Environmental Programming at the University of Rhode
Island operates similar one-week workshops for reporters

Online and On-Demand:
Increase Visibility of
Firescience.gov and the FSEN

•
•

•

Description: JFSP could heighten awareness of Firescience.
gov so that the public, translators, policy advisors,
and policymakers know to visit the site for fire science
information. This could be achieved by working with external
experts to promote higher ranking for search engine hits of
Firescience.gov content and use social media to advertise the
site. This would be effective in both a near- and long-term
increase of access to fire science information and exposure to
new users.

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

important link between scientists, policy advisors,
policymakers, and on-the-ground decision makers (i.e., burn
bosses and line officers). The content is available, but needs to
be more easily accessible and publicized.

Target Audience: Translators, scientists, policy

Payoff: Immediate

advisors, public

Potential Barriers: Cost and time associated with
implementation of site changes.

Benefitting Role(s): Translators, scientists, policy advisors
Implementation Considerations:

•
•

•

To develop: Moderate
To implement: Low
To maintain: Low

The cost of implementation is moderate. Consultation may
be needed with a person or group that specializes in increased
visibility in major internet search engines and site design for
mobile compliance. Adding links to other federal sites could
be considered low-hanging fruit and could be implemented
before redesign.

Need: Firescience.gov and the FSEN provide a critically

•

Could be better linked to other federal websites.
Include one-pagers on each JFSP-funded project.
Consult with external experts on structural
improvements for content organization (audience
specific).
Could be contracted out. Could be implemented after
the content organization is revamped to make more
searchable and locatable (see following mechanism –
“Online and On-Demand: Modify Design of Firescience.
gov to Make Content More Searchable, Locatable”)

Potential Lead: JFSP

Improve site keywords so that information higher up in
the list of relevant articles in internet searches.
Use social media to advertise these sites and the
information provided there.
Ensure that FireScience.gov is updated and optimized
from the regional exchange network and that the FSEN
sites are more visible
Make the site mobile device compliant and publicize.

Potential Partners: Other agencies with websites that
could host links to Firescience.gov.
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Online and On-Demand:
Modify Design of
Firescience.gov to Make
Content More Searchable,
Locatable

Implementation Considerations:
•

•
•
•

This would require a redesign of the existing website.
While content exists, this would create a different way to
arrange and present the information.
Need to ensure the site is still usable to frequent uploaders
during redesign process.
Would require staff resources to manage and maintain
after implementation.
Can be considered at the next scheduled website update.

Description: JFSP’s Firescience.gov could be reorganized
Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:

so that the science content provided in multiple forms
(journal paper links, digests, briefs, syntheses, ongoing and
completed research) is linked by topic areas and keywords.
Fire science research is available on the Firescience.gov and
FSEN in multiple forms: journal publications, high-level
summaries of scientific findings, and news article format
summaries of scientific findings but not usually organized
around specific topical areas of interest. This could involve
a redesign of the site and would increase accessibility of fire
science information. At the next time of website reevaluation,
website experts could consider how to make the site more
usable to the public, policymakers, etc. If successful, the
benefits of this mechanism will be realized in the near- and
long-term as people have better access to science in a form
appropriate for their needs.

•
•
•

To develop: Moderate
To implement: Moderate/High
To maintain: Low

The cost of implementation could be quite high, if
consultation is needed with a person or group that specializes
in internet design. There would be a higher level of effort
for FireScience.gov than for FSEN, as the latter already has
dedicated site maintenance staff.

Payoff: Immediate
Potential Barriers: Staff time will be needed to combine
the different products into a meaningful organization based
on topic.

Need: Firescience.gov and the FSEN provide a critically

Potential Lead: JFSP

important link between scientists, policy advisors,
policymakers, and on the ground decision makers (i.e., burn
bosses and line officers). Policy advisors or land managers
often visit these internet sites or make use of internet search
engines to locate information about a particular topic or to
stay up to date about new methods, approaches, rules. The
content exists, but needs to be more easily accessible by topic
area. Additionally, information is often housed through the
regional exchange websites, but it’s not clear how to find it.
This mechanism would increase the link between Firescience.
gov and information on the regional exchange sites.

Potential Partners: FSEN

Target Audience: Translators, scientists, policy advisors,
public

Benefitting Role(s): Translators, scientists, policy advisors
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Professional Networks: Build a
Better Science-Policy Network

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

Description: The FFSCC, with support from JFSP, could

Payoff: Strategic

coordinate development and deployment of a “Developing
your Science-Policy Network” module to be incorporated
into existing mid- and senior-level executive in-person or
virtual trainings. This kind of training could provide specific
strategies for successful network-building derived from a
study of those policymakers considered most effective in
developing and maintaining their network.

Potential Barriers: OPM training policies and restrictions;
time to develop curriculum (i.e., adding modules to existing
trainings could be challenging and take up to five years);
capacity to add additional training requirements when
funding is decreasing.

Potential Lead: FFSCC

Need: The primary mechanism for policymakers to connect
with science is through their “trusted” networks, especially for
urgent, time-critical issues. Providing tangible advice on how
to develop a diverse, informed network of advisors in such a
time may be critical to their success. This mechanism speaks
to workforce planning, succession planning, and passing along
institutional knowledge.

Potential Partners: JFSP

Target Audience: Mid- and executive-level professionals
Benefitting Role(s): Policymakers, policy advisors
Implementation Considerations:
•

•
•
•

•
•

To develop: Moderate
To implement: Moderate
To maintain: Low

Coordinate with OPM to identify how best to
incorporate this module into required skill development
for federal executives.
Review private sector executive training to see if it could
be adapted to fire science/policy applications.
Develop the module in-house or contractually; could be
shared with other executive-level non-federal persons.
Use established trainings for delivery, e.g., trainings
through the Senior Executive Service (SES), Fire for
Agency Administrators, National Fire Management
Leadership (NFML), Local Fire Management Leadership
(LFML) Forest Service Senior Leader Program, Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) Leadership Academy, and
Technical Fire Management.
While this could be virtually delivered, in-person would be
more interactive and is recommended.
May be something that FFSCC integrates into their
efforts in the long term.
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Public & Educational Programs:
Curriculum Modules for MultiLevel Fire Science Education

•
•

teams, Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPAW [BLM]).
Opportunity to expand efforts to the Southeast
(FireWorks is West-oriented).
Monitoring of effectiveness should be incorporated (see
FireWorks model).

Description: JFSP or other entities could coordinate

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:

the development of fire science educational materials for
elementary through college levels. These curricula could
be integrated into various types of classes, not just science
(e.g., technical writing, economics, public health, and social
sciences). Effectiveness monitoring should be a key aspect of
the program, and the FireWorks Educational Program could be
a good model to build from and/or partner with. Educational
materials could be hosted on Firescience.gov, with FSEN
potentially augmenting with region-specific information.
Efficiency in curriculum development and maintenance
could be realized with other proposed mechanisms, including
“Promote Fire Policy Content in Existing Translator-Training
Programs” and “Wildland Fire Journalist Institute.”

•

•
•

To develop: High (to ensure relevant material is well
translated into educational curriculum modules and
projects)
To implement: High (marketing the curriculum)
To maintain: Low

Payoff: Strategic
Potential Barriers: Time and effort needed to develop
material; getting the information to wildland fire smoke
impacted communities; ability to get into school curricula
Potential Lead: JFSP or other entities

Need: This mechanism would foster a strong fire science

Potential Partners:

literacy within the next generation of voters. It would also
help educate the public about fire science, environmental
impacts of wildland fires, behaviors to avoid negative health
effects from wildland fires, and land management practices
critical to driving smart policy. There is a current East-West
discrepancy in fire education opportunities (with the West
having more robust programming than the East), and this
would help close that geographic gap.

•
•
•
•
•

Target Audience: Students, translators, reporters,
scientists (including social scientists), public, local elected
officials, on the ground decision makers (e.g., burn bosses)

Benefitting Role(s): Policy advisors, policymakers
Implementation Considerations:
•

•

•

Identify components of the curriculum, develop the
curriculum material, and make it available on Firescience.
gov.
Consultation may be needed with a person or group that
specializes in educational curriculum development for a
wide range of educational levels.
Leverage other mechanisms and existing programs to
review, develop, and update the curriculum, e.g., the
“Wildland Fire Journalist Institute,” WUI prevention
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FireWorks
Pathways to Leadership, and/or Federal Executive
Institute
USFS Research, Development & Application “Innovation
and Organizational Learning” program
Fire-Adapted Communities Network/TNC
National Science Teachers Association

Science-Driven
Communications: Promote
Open-Access Publication

•
•

Description: Many scientific journals charge authors extra
for open-access publication of scientific articles. Open-access
fees are typically $1,800-$3,000 per article. Publication budgets
in funding awards rarely cover this additional charge, and
authors may be reluctant to greatly increase publication
budgets when the tradeoff is more funding for personnel,
equipment, etc. To incentivize open-access publication,
JFSP could create a separate fund to cover open-access fees –
particularly for highly relevant or impactful research papers
– and encourage investigators to budget for open-access fees
for future publications. Alternatively, JFSP could fund certain
relevant journals to become open access for all submissions
going forward, or fund open-access for a particular publication
(e.g., in 2014, an entire issue of Rangeland Ecology &
Management dedicated to Sagebrush Steppe Treatment
Evaluation Project [SageSTEP] findings was published openaccess at a cost of $30,000). In any case, this would be an
effective mechanism for improving accessibility of science
for policy advisors, translators, and managers, and can be
implemented at any time. Note that this is not intended to be
retroactive to past publications.

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

To develop: Low
To implement: Moderate
To maintain: Moderate

Payoff: Strategic
Potential Barriers: This creates a new financial mechanism
that may need to be tailored to meet federal regulations.
There is currently a disconnect between the funding term
and timing of publication, which could make payment for
open access challenging. A process to judge which papers are
“deserving” would need to be developed and communicated if
the option to fund select papers (not make it a requirement of
all) is chosen.

Potential Lead: JFSP
Potential Partners: The National Librarian

Need: As noted in the JFSP science-policy 2016 Assessment
Report, some policy advisors are frustrated by having to
search for information published in journals behind “pay
walls.” Funding for this is not available to all scientists,
causing uneven access to JFSP-funded science. For policyrelevant publications, getting open access could be costeffective. This mechanism would bring articles into public
view and make fire science research directly accessible.

Target Audience: Policy advisors, translators, managers
Benefitting Role(s): Policy advisors, translators
Implementation Considerations:
•

FONs to budget for open-access
JFSP could create a separate, dedicated fund to cover
open-access fees
Note that it would be difficult to estimate a dedicated
annual budget amount for this mechanism, given the
sporadic nature of journal submission and decision
process. JFSP would have to negotiate with individual
publishers on a yearly basis. The National Librarian could
be the point of contact.

JFSP could encourage or require proposals responding to
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Simulations: Foreseeing Science
Support of Policy Needs of the
Current National Fire Program

Implementation Considerations:
•

Description: JFSP or FFSCC, partnering with NASF,
leadership across multiple agencies, and other fire
management partners, could create a virtual simulation
exercise around a specific fire policy situation (e.g., an escaped
prescribed fire, effectiveness of fire prevention in the West,
resource cost and effects of specific large wildfires, potential
change in wildland fire risk with 20-year projection of climate
models). In addition to setting realistic timeframes (e.g.,
one month) and specific constraints, the simulation would
provide a series of science findings, supporting documents,
policy options, and data to support policy decisions
surrounding the issue. Simulations would be targeted to
engage policymakers, policy advisors, and policy translators
as well as key scientists and FSEN as appropriate. JFSP could
oversee the exercise, create a virtual library on the topic,
and publish a summary finding document aimed at specific
options and building greater science support for policy
options. Effective working models exist, such as National
Institutes of Health (NIH) simulations of disasters that
require support of the medical science community (e.g., Zika
response simulations) and/or the DOI’s Strategic Science
Group which could be reviewed before implementation.

•
•

•

•
•
•

JFSP could conduct a survey of past, present, and
foreseeable fire policy situations to prioritize needs. Ideas
could also be drawn from the Quadrennial Fire Review
(QFR), Annual DOI and USDA Accomplishment Report,
and a survey of policy leaders.
oo One idea is that this could be used as an FFSCC
developmental exercise, i.e., a simulation could be run
to help them solidify their role with regards to fire
science communities.
A regional exchange with specific expertise in a topic area
could be the steward of a specific topic simulation.
Simulations should be conducted under realistic
timeframes of one month for input, one month for
analysis, and one month for final conclusions.
In-person meetings and focus groups are an option,
though a virtual framework and process (conference calls,
webinars, etc.) would be most resource-effective.
Outreach and planning needs to be robust or the effort
will only engage a small community.
Planned publication of the products will enhance value
for scientists.
Would be helpful to access the NIH and/or Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and DOI
Strategic Sciences Group simulation process for working
examples.

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

Need: Simulations allow for a wider engagement on a
specific science-policy issue than is the current norm of
consultation of a chosen expert or translator. This approach
could broaden the input leading to awareness of specific
research needs and more robust science support of policy
options. It could also serve to test policy currently being
vetted or to identify policy-relevant science gaps.

To develop: High
To implement: Moderate
To maintain: Low

JFSP and a policy leader will need committed time to drive
a specific simulation. This would be easier to implement if
contract support is available or personnel are recruited for
supporting the effort.

Payoff: Strategic

Target Audience: Policymakers, policy advisors, science
advisors, translators, managers, and scientists, and the FFSCC

Potential Barriers: FACA considerations

Benefitting Role(s): Policymakers, policy advisors, science

Potential Lead: JFSP or FFSCC

advisors, translators, scientists

Potential Partners: FSEN, NASF, agency leadership, and
fire policymakers
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Simulations: After Action
Review (AAR) for Policy
Decisions Associated with the
2000 Fire Plan

•

•

Description: The JSFP and Fire Executive Council (FEC)
could jointly conduct a one-time assessment documenting
how science was used to inform policy decisions from
the 2000 Fire Plan, and how those decisions affected the
management of fire programs and led to unforeseen impacts.
Examples of 2000 National Fire Policy effects include fire
fighter fitness requirements, drug testing, Interagency
Fire Program Management (IFPM) requirements, and
implementation of fuels programs (e.g., San Carlos Apache
Tribe). Traditionally overlooked partners include state and
federal fire meetings and the Intertribal Timber Council (ITC).
Outcomes of this exercise could be rolled up to policymakers
through the Firescience.gov and the regional exchange
websites, as well as through higher-level FEC leadership
through the JFSP. This could also lead to the development of
a database that would weigh risk and impacts.

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

Potential Barriers:
•
•
•
•

Too many meetings
Needs to be accomplished to avoid survey fatigue
Feedback from first line managers not being taken
seriously
AAR has potential to affect future decisions, but need to
find AAR forum for policymakers

Potential Lead: JFSP and FEC

the degree to which it was integrated, this mechanism
will provide a better understanding of how science-policy
integration has played out in past policy decision-making.
Additionally, by looking back at how science informed the
policy decisions as part the 2000 Fire Plan, the fire community
could gain valuable lessons for science integration into the
next National Fire Plan. This mechanism will have the added
benefit of fostering a better understanding of how policy
is implemented at the local level and will help participants
identify strategies for preventing unintended consequences.

Potential Partners: NASF, ITC

Target Audience: JFSP and FEC
Benefitting Role(s): Policymakers, policy advisors, science
advisors, translators

Implementation Considerations:

•

To develop: High (will take substantial investment of
time by staff and policymakers)
To implement: High
To maintain: Low

Payoff: Strategic

Need: By assessing the available science at the time and

•

National Security Council Sub-Interagency Policy
Council could be a model for how to do this from a policy
perspective.
This AAR could serve as a model for similar reviews of
other existing fire policies conducted on a periodic basis
(e.g., every five years) of other existing fire policies,
supporting the trend of policy evaluation with the fire
science-policy community.

JFSP could develop a report on the AAR findings and
outcomes.
This could also lead to conversation around creating an
AAR for fire policymakers.
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Think Tank/National Nodes:
Build Upon the Quadrennial
Fire Review

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

Payoff: Strategic

Description: JFSP could schedule time to discuss follow-

Potential Barriers:

through on science utilization within the construct of the
Quadrennial Fire Review (QFR) during its annual briefing
to the FEC. This could lead to deeper discussions within
bureaus/USDA on strategic fire management planning and
scenario planning tied to strategic policy development and
utilization of science. This action should be integrated with
FFSCC efforts, and has the potential to be very effective. Due
to the administration transition, however, this mechanism
should be tabled.

•
•

Potential Partners: FEC, FFSCC

issues, and the information within it should be used to help
evaluate where JFSP-funded science has met policy needs and
what science gaps for policy-relevant issues still exist. This
mechanism provides an opportunity to reach federal partners
for agency and bureau discussions tied to policy development
as an outgrowth of QFR results. This mechanism would put
science in the forefront to inform “futuring” discussions and
strategic policy development.

Target Audience: JFSP, FEC, federal agencies and bureaus,
the research and development community

Benefitting Role(s): Policymakers, policy advisors, science
advisors

Implementation Considerations:

•

•

•

Need discrete buy-in from committees to go beyond just
coordination.
This shouldn’t require overcoming regulatory barriers,
though it involves coordination with agencies and
bureaus (a commitment of time to the effort).

Potential Lead: JFSP

Need: QFR can be the basis for pushing forward significant

•

To develop: Low
To implement: Moderate (given the required travel)
To maintain: Low

JFSP could schedule time on the FEC agenda working
through either DOI OWF or USFS FAM. Meetings are
typically held in Washington, D.C. or Boise on an annual
basis.
JFSP leadership would need to become familiar with the
QFR before the meetings, and should host a strategy
setting session with the JFSP Governing Board to discuss
specific goals and objectives for each meeting.
Preparation ahead of time with written briefing papers for
the meetings required. One item to note: the QFR could
be disconnected from the FEC.
Should ensure integration with FFSCC efforts.
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Think Tank/National Nodes:
Attend Collaborative Fire
Leadership Meetings

Implementation Considerations:

Description: JFSP leadership could arrange for ongoing

•

•
•
•

attendance at the Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC)’s
quarterly meetings to socialize the issue of science utilization
by policymakers. Attendance could lead to discussion with
WFLC leadership and stronger interagency collaboration
on risk-based research in support of Cohesive Strategy and
community protection/risk goals. Pending re-establishment
of the Cohesive Strategy National Strategic Committee
(NSC), JFSP could attend those meetings as well or instead for
these discussions.

The Executive Manager of WFLC could formulate
request(s) for JFSP’s attendance.
WFLC quarterly meetings are spread across the country.
Would be advantageous to bring a briefing paper on a
particular issue JFSP would be trying to address.
WFLC’s four priorities are Smoke Management and Air
Quality, Reducing Risk to Communities, Large Landscape
Collaboration, and Environmental Compliance. Each
priority identifies work needed and is divided by
Education and Communication, Policy, and Science.

Estimated Level of Effort/Investment:
•
•
•

To develop: Low
To implement: Moderate
To maintain: Low

Minor financial commitment in travel.

Need: This mechanism provides an avenue for the research
community to interact with policymakers in an informationsharing venue. WFLC doesn’t make policy, but serves as a
venue for multiple levels of government to interact with and
gain understanding on wildland fire issues, and how science
can influence policy decisions. It would create a link between
policymakers and science through networking.

Payoff: Strategic
Potential Barriers: Transferring knowledge-sharing via the
WFLC into action by the represented groups. As a non-FACA
body, WFLC does not make decisions. The FFSCC dynamics
could influence how this is actually implemented and
designed, however there is long-range uncertainty.

Target Audience: JFSP leadership and WFLC members,
which includes:
• Secretarial representatives from USDA, DOI, Department
of Defense (DOD), and Department of Homeland
Security (DHS)
• Directors for the USFS, USGS, Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA), BLM, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and the
National Park Service (NPS)
• National and Western Governors’ Associations
• NASF, National League of Cities (NLC), National
Association of Counties (NACO), ITC, and IAFC

Potential Lead: JFSP
Potential Partners: WFLC

Benefitting Role(s): Policymakers, policy advisors,
science advisors
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4. JFSP’S ROLE IN RESPONDING TO AND IDENTIFYING
FIRE POLICY-RELEVANT SCIENCE NEEDS
Alongside the development of the 17 mechanisms, the SPWG
also considered a potential approach for JFSP to engage
policymakers and the broader community in identifying and
responding to science needs.

To fulfill this role, JFSP could organize a network of
researchers across the broad fire science community around
pre-identified topics (e.g., large landscape fire, disaster
preparedness, communities at risk, etc.) to activate and draw
upon when information requests are made. The FFSCC –
which represents fire leadership from federal agencies – as well
as the FSEN could be central to this coordination as well.

The SPWG concluded that a potential addition to the body of
JFSP’s existing roles and responsibilities is to integrate as an
integral part of the communication chain between agencies’
legislative affairs staffs, science advisors, and the broader
fire science community responding to congressional and
other agency fire science information needs. When Congress
identifies a fire science information need, congressional
staff solicit input from their legislative affairs contacts,
who in turn solicit input from agencies and/or their science
advisors. This model is problematic, however, as the suite of
information available to the agency personnel or the science
advisor fulfilling that request is only as good as his or her own
network that is called upon for help, which in practice can be
limited to an individual researcher. JFSP is uniquely poised in
its central coordinating and networked position within the
fire science landscape to serve agencies fulfilling these requests
by tapping into the broader spectrum of fire science research
and maximizing the information that responding agencies
remit to policymakers. This new role would formalize JFSP
as a key resource (among others) that agencies can consult
when responding to fire-related congressional inquiries. All
interactions in this support role would honor communication
protocols as defined by USDA and DOI.

In addition to responding to information requests from
within the existing body of fire science knowledge, JFSP
could also utilize this new role to proactively identify and
coordinate fire science research needs and policy-relevant
science gaps with agency personnel and agency leadership.
This function would better serve to align JFSP’s research
investments with the areas of investigation most needed to
address policy-relevant questions.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1. Mechanism feedback prompting questions
Appendix 2. Mechanism abstracts distributed for review
Appendix 3. Compiled mechanism feedback (redacted)
Appendix 4. Reviewer distribution list

A1

APPENDIX 1. MECHANISM FEEDBACK PROMPTING
QUESTIONS
In October and November 2016, the JFSP Governing Board and Program Office as well as a broader list of reviewers from
the fire science/policy community (see Appendix 4) were given the opportunity to review abstracts of the draft mechanisms
developed to date (see Appendix 3). In conjunction with those abstracts, reviewers were given the following question
prompts:
• Are there additional details of interest to you for any or all of these mechanisms?
• Do you see any particular barriers to development and/or implementation of these mechanisms?
• Are we missing any potential mechanisms?
• Given your personal experience, do any of these mechanisms seem like they would be particularly useful in helping
connect fire science with fire policy?
• Do you have any other comments on these preliminary mechanisms?
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APPENDIX 2. MECHANISM ABSTRACTS DISTRIBUTED
FOR REVIEW
Build a Better Network → Training for Developing a Science-Policy Network
Target Audience: Policy-makers, Policy Advisors
Application: Strategic
Description: The Federal Fire Science Coordination Council (FFSCC) with support from JFSP, could create and deploy a
“Developing your Science-Policy Network” module to be incorporated into existing mid- and senior-level executive inperson or virtual trainings. This kind of training could provide specific strategies derived from a study of those Policymakers considered most effective in developing and maintaining their network.
Need: The primary mechanism for policymakers to connect with science is through their “trusted networks, especially
for urgent, time-critical issues. Providing tangible advice on how to develop a diverse, informed network of advisors for
such time may be critical to their success.

Cultivating translators → Promote Fire Policy Content in Existing Translator-Training Programs
Target Audience: Translators
Application: Strategic
Description: An increasing number of Master’s-level and non-degree training programs offer curricula designed to help
students become science translators. These programs vary in the extent to which fire policy examples and opportunities are emphasized. Coordinators within FFSCC, JFSP, International Association of Wildland Fire (IAWF), Association for
Fire Ecology (AFE), and others, could work with these entities to develop curriculum modules, provide expert speakers,
and otherwise create wider awareness of fire science policy challenges and how translator professionals have or could
address those challenges. This would be effective at creating the next generation of science translators and enhancing
opportunities for science-policy integration in the long-term.
Need: Developing skills to assist policymakers in applying relevant science to policy decisions is a growing field in academic training and research. The translated science can cover a wide range of topics. It is important that a subset of
existing and aspiring translators have a foundation in fire science and its relationship to policy.

Cultivating translators → Graduate Student Internships in Fire Policy
Target Audience: Translators
Application: Strategic
Description: JFSP and contributing agency and foundation partners could coordinate and fund a program placing Masters
and Ph.D. students in short-term internships with offices (including appropriate congressional offices and relevant House
or Senate committees) that make fire policy decisions or advise policymakers on fire science. This program would cultivate translational skills among interested future fire scientists to help them better tailor their research to policy needs,
analyze policy implications of research results, and/or provide non-technical research summaries targeted to address
policy questions. This also would be effective in the long-term cultivation of a future cadre of fire science translators.
Need: Today’s environmental science graduate students often seek opportunities to learn first-hand about policy and
stakeholder engagement, yet these are rarely part of graduate university curricula. Most Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) doctorates do not lead to a research career, and many Ph.D. scientists find work in government agencies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), or private-sector businesses. Experience in the fire policy arena
would offer valuable skills and insights for the latter category of job applicant. While there are similar internship programs operated through the American Associate for the Advancement of Science and the Ecological Society of America,
neither are focused on fire science.

Cultivating translators → “Wildfire Journalist Institute”
Target Audience: Translators
Application: Strategic
Description: JFSP and its partners could organize an annual “institute” that brings together a small (10-15) set of print,
broadcast, and online journalists alongside a similar number of scientists could provide training for journalists specific
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to the region and current issues, while helping each group understand the constraints under which each operates. This
institute could be hosted in a different region each year before the start of the highest-activity of fire season.
Need: Journalists serve in a default “translator” role (science/policy to public) but often have little or no training in
wildfire ecology and management. They are, however, frequently called upon to interpret fire science and management
on short deadlines. As a result, the information they provide may include misinterpretations that can influence public
opinion and understanding. Public opinion often influences or drives policy decisions. It is therefore important to help
journalists understand fire better. Similarly, fire scientists generally have no training in journalism. Their frustration with
journalistic norms or past misconceptions can cause scientists to avoid working with journalists, but this tendency can
lead to further promulgation of misunderstandings. Mutual understanding could make the scientist-journalist interactions more fruitful and improve an informed public’s influence on policy.

Online and On-Demand → Increase Visibility of Firescience.gov and the FSEN
Target Audience: Translators, Scientists, Policy Advisors, Public, Managers
Application: Immediate
Description: JFSP could heighten awareness of Firescience.gov so that the public, translators, policy advisors, and policymakers know to visit the site for fire science information. This could be achieved by working with external experts to
improve higher search engine ranking system hits and use social media to advertise the site. This would be effective in
both near- and long-term access to fire science information.
Need: Firescience.gov and the Fire Science Exchange Network provide a critically important link between scientists,
policy advisors, policymakers, and on-the-ground decision makers (i.e., burn bosses, line officers). The content is there,
but needs to be more easily accessible and publicized.

Online and On-Demand → Modify Design of Firescience.gov to Increase Content Access
Target Audience: Translators, Scientists, Policy Advisors, Public, Managers
Application: Immediate
Description: Firescience.gov could be reorganized so that the science content provided in multiple forms (journal paper
links, digests, briefs, syntheses, ongoing and completed research) is linked by topic areas and keywords. Fire science research available on the internet in multiple forms: journal publications, high level summaries of scientific findings, news
article format summaries of scientific findings. This could involve a redesign of the site, and would increase accessibility
of fire science information.
Need: Firescience.gov and the FSEN provide a critically important link between scientists, policy advisors, policymakers,
and on the ground decision makers (i.e., burn bosses, line officers). The content needs to be more easily accessible by
topic area.

Policy-focused Information Providers → Focal Area Consortia
Target Audience: Policy-Makers, Policy Advisors
Application: Strategic/Immediate
Description: JFSP and its partners could develop standing consortia (as opposed to rapid response teams) based on specific focal areas of interest for the fire science-policy interface. Each consortium could include leadership with experience
in developing policy/regulation/guidance (i.e. with policy “chops”). The consortia would also have science translation
capability and science and subject matter expertise. Scientists could also be accessed via dialogue with existing regional
consortia and the JFSP science community. These consortia could also have a plan for engaging expert scientists that are
outside JFSP’s usual network. Focal areas could be determined through surveying agency leadership to identify prioritized policy/regulatory needs where the application of science and science knowledge is needed. Potential topics for
standing consortia could include suppression methods, climate and fire, wildfire, prescribed fire, and fire in wilderness.
Need: This mechanism would provide an opportunity to focus science on a particular area of policy interest, without
regard to geography or regions. It would also enable consortia members to initiate new scientific research in response to
specific policy questions as they emerge.

Public & Educational Programs → Curriculum Module for Multi-Level Fire Science Education
Target Audience: Public
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Application: Strategic
Description: JFSP and/or its partners could coordinate the development of fire science educational materials for elementary through college levels. These curricula could be integrated into various types of classes, not just science (e.g.
technical writing, economics, public health, and social sciences). Effectiveness monitoring should be a key aspect of the
program, and the FireWorks Educational Program could be a good model to build off of and/or partner with. Educational
materials could be hosted on Firescience.gov, with FSEN potentially augmenting with region-specific information. This
mechanism would foster a strong fire science literacy within the next generation of voters.
Need: Educating the public about fire science, environmental impacts of wildland fires, behaviors to avoid negative
health effects from wildland fires, and land management practices is critical to driving smart policy. There is a current
East-West discrepancy in fire education opportunities (with the West having more robust programming than the East),
and this would help close that geographic gap.

Public & Educational Programs → Topic-driven Virtual Interactions with Scientists & the Public
Target Audience: Policy-Makers, Science Advisors, Policy Advisors, Translators, Public, Managers
Application: Strategic
Description: JFSP and partners could host a monthly interactive Twitter dialogue on Firescience.gov about a preset fire
science topic of public interest. The discussion could include scientists and subject matter experts available to answer
questions and engage in an information exchange. These interactions would be at a set day/time so that interested
groups would have a continued expectation of interactive dialogue. Effectiveness monitoring would be incorporated to
ensure success. If successful, this mechanism would increase access to fire science and understanding for how science
could inform policy amongst translators, journalists, policy advisors, and translators.
Need: Educating the public about fire science, environmental impacts of wildland fires, behaviors to avoid negative
health effects from wildland fires, and land management practices is critical to driving smart policy.

Science-Driven communication → Policy-focused Series of Fire Science Briefs
Target Audience: Policy-Makers, Policy Advisors, Science Advisors
Application: Immediate
Description: JFSP could develop a set of Fire Policy Briefs, similar to the series previously published prior to 2012) to
highlight and describe out policy implications of research. These briefs could be developed by FSEN-affiliated translators
in consultation with scientists and policy professionals. JFSP could identify and filter for research projects that are likely
to generate policy discussion as brief targets. To create a more complete compendium, JFSP could also collect all other
currently available policy briefs and organize/make them accessible by topic. Briefs could be maintained on Firescience.
gov and made available for distribution through the entire FSEN.
Need: Several interviewees contacted for the assessment, especially policy advisors, called for summaries of fire science
articles, similar to the Fire Science Briefs or USFS “Rainbow Series.” Some scientific journals require authors to describe
management and/or policy implications of their research, but these descriptions of policy relevance may not ever reach
policymakers. This mechanism would create a more direct pathway to policy advisors or decision makers

Science-Driven communication → Promoting Open-Access Publication
Target Audience: Policy Advisors, Translators, Managers
Application: Strategic
Description: Many scientific journals charge authors extra for open-access publication of scientific articles. Open-access
fees are typically $1,800-$3,000 per article. Publication budgets in grants rarely cover this additional charge, and authors
may be reluctant to greatly increase publication budgets when the tradeoff is more funding for personnel, equipment,
etc. To incentivize open-access publication, JFSP could create a separate fund to cover open-access fees – particularly for
highly relevant or impactful research papers – and encourage investigators to budget for open-access fees. This would be
an effective mechanism for improving accessibility of science for policy advisors, translators, and managers.
Need: As noted in the JFSP science-policy assessment report, some policy advisors are frustrated by having to search for
information published in journals behind “pay walls.” This mechanism would bring articles into public view and make fire
science research directly accessible.
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Simulations → Foreseeing Science Support of Policy Needs of the Current Fire Program
Target Audience: Policy-Makers, Policy Advisors, Science Advisors, Translators, Managers
Application: Strategic
Description: JFSP, partnering with National Association of State Foresters (NASF), could create a virtual simulation exercise, similar to the existing Strategic Sciences Group, around a specific fire policy situation (e.g., an escaped prescribed
fire, potential change in wildland fire risk with 20-year projection of climate models). In addition to setting realistic timeframes (e.g., one month) and specific constraints, the simulation would provide a series of science findings, supporting
documents, policy options, and data to support policy decisions surrounding the issue. Simulations would be targeted
for policymakers, policy advisors, and policy translators. JFSP could oversee the exercise, create a virtual library on the
topic, and publish a summary finding document aimed at specific options and building greater science support for policy
options. Effective models within the medical community (e.g., Zika response simulations) could be referenced for implementation.
Need: Simulations allow for a wider engagement on a specific science-policy issue than is the current norm of consultation of a chosen expert or translator. This approach could broaden the input leading to awareness of specific research
needs and more robust science support of policy options. It could also serve to test policy currently being vetted and/or
to identify policy-relevant science gaps.

Simulations → AAR for Policy Decisions Associated with the 2000 Fire Plan
Target Audience: Policy-Makers, Policy Advisors, Science Advisors, Translators, Managers
Application: Strategic (one-time)
Description: The JSFP and Fire Executive Council (FEC) could jointly conduct a one-time assessment documenting how
policy decisions from the 2000 Fire Plan affected the management of fire programs and led to unforeseen impacts, and
if or how science was used to inform policy. Examples of 2000 National Fire Policy effects include fire fighter fitness
requirements, drug testing, Interagency Fire Program Management (IFPM) requirements, and implementation of fuels
programs (e.g. San Carlos Apache Tribe). Traditionally overlooked partners include state and federal fire meetings and
the Intertribal Timber Council. Outcomes of this exercise could be rolled up to policymakers through the Firescience.gov
and the Fire Science Exchange Network websites, as well as higher level FEC leadership through the JFSP. This could also
lead to the development of a database that would weigh risk and impacts.
Need: This mechanism will foster a better understanding of how policy plays out at the local level and help participants
identify strategies for preventing unintended consequences. It could also help experiment with how climate change science could be incorporated as a driver into policy-making in the next National Fire Plan.

Task Groups/Teams → Rapid Response Team
Target Audience: Policy-Makers
Application: Immediate
Description: JFSP (or another entity) would organize a small team of scientists and translators that could be quickly mobilized on short notice to meet with Congressional aides or higher-level agency officials to explain how science could inform a policy-related “crisis.” The team’s membership could be organized around issues (e.g., air quality, WUI) and could
be Comprised of geographically-dispersed representatives from federal, state, tribes and academia who know where to
find information quickly.
Need: When events trigger a perceived crisis, policies are often enacted quickly to assuage public/political concern, and
there isn’t time for policymakers to identify and incorporate “best science” to inform such decisions.
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Think Tank/National Nodes → Utilizing Cohesive Strategy National and Regional Committees
Target Audience: Policy-Makers, Policy Advisors, Science Advisors
Application: Strategic
Description: JFSP would arrange for ongoing attendance of their leadership at WFLC’s Cohesive Strategy National Strategic Committee (NSC) to socialize the issue of science utilization by policymakers. Attendance could lead to discussion
with WFLC leadership and stronger interagency collaboration on risk-based research in support of Cohesive Strategy and
community protection/risk goals.
Need: This mechanism provides an avenue for the research community to interact with policymakers in an informationsharing venue. WFLC doesn’t make policy, but serves as a venue for multiple levels of government to interact with and
gain understanding on wildland fire issues, and how science can influence policy decisions.

Think Tank/National Nodes → Building Upon the Quadrennial Fire Review
Target Audience: Policy-Makers, Policy Advisors, Science Advisors, Managers
Application: Strategic
Description: JFSP could arrange for its leadership to attend the upcoming winter FEC meeting to discuss follow-through
on science utilization within the construct of the Quadrennial Fires Review (QFR). This could lead to deeper discussions
within bureaus/USDA on strategic fire management planning and scenario planning tied to strategic policy development
and utilization of science. This action should be integrated with FFSCC efforts, and has the potential to be very effective.
Need: This provides an opportunity to reach federal partners for agency and bureau discussions tied to policy development as an outgrowth of QFR results. It would put science in the forefront to inform “futuring” discussions and strategic
policy development.
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APPENDIX 3. COMPILED MECHANISM FEEDBACK (REDACTED)
Overview
In October – November 2016, the preliminary mechanisms for integrating fire science and policy as developed by Science Policy Work Group (SPWG) were circulated for review to the JFSP Program Office and Governing Board as well approximately 50 members of the broader fire science/policy community. This document compiles the feedback collected
through that solicitation, and includes:
I.

Highlights from the Dec. 2 webinar with JFSP Program Office/Governing Board

II.

General feedback from the broader fire science/policy community

III.

Mechanism-specific feedback table, showing comments from both JFSP and broader community by mechanism

Note: Several overarching comments from the JFSP Program Office/Governing Board previously shared with SPWG members have been incorporated into the compilation below or were addressed on the Dec 2 webinar.

I. Highlights from the Dec. 2 webinar with JFSP Program Office/Governing Board
●

All mechanisms provided are valuable: The outputs so far from the SPWG have exceeded expectations. It is
valuable to see mechanisms that are not currently in JFSP’s current charter and scope. Even the non-direct
mechanisms will be help inform conversations in program review, e.g. around JFSP’s role in education and outreach. The mechanisms could be organized as to what is currently appropriate for JFSP to implement vs. other
entities.

●

Relevancy to current DOI conversations: One JFSP Governing Board member noted that the Department of
Interior is currently having the same discussion of how to maintain the science/management interface with
both standing teams and crisis response. The suggested mechanisms from SPWG could be very relevant and
beneficial to the Department’s conversation.

●

DC-based Consortium is not a necessity: In discussing the DC Consortium idea (a recurring suggestion in their
initial round of feedback), the JFSP Governing Board/Program Office members present on the call heard that
the country’s best experts often live outside of DC, and that the Rapid Response Team (perhaps derived from
appointed representatives from the Focal Area Consortium), could serve DC-based policy-makers just as effectively. Rapid Response Team and Focal Area Consortium mechanisms could potentially be combined (differentiated temporally, or with Focal Area Consortiums facilitating rapid response teams)

●

Definition of translators: It may be helpful to think about translators on a continuum (e.g., translators for the
public, translators for technical experts, etc.), and consider “off-ramps” in these mechanisms for different kinds
of translators.

●

Additional detail desired:
o

Where possible, include additional detail on the conceptual scale of level of effort, timeline, and
number of people recommended to stand up each mechanism successfully.

o

Several of the mechanisms could be accomplished by the JFSP working with the FSEN and are applicable to other research entities, such as the USFS Research Stations. It will be useful to have more
detail on how the SPWG sees these partnerships, if that info is available.
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Additional comments submitted after the webinar
●

In general, I was hoping there would be more national program management aspects to the discussion. However, a national program is defined by policy, and adjusted by policy shifts. So, much of the discussion translates
roughly between the two.

●

I think there is a recommendation missing. These all seem to be add-ons, adjustments or build out of science or
policy programs to work better together - really important and supportive of cultural change. It may be helpful to develop a recommendation that addresses more organic change for both scientists and decision makers
together. One of the recent paradigm shifts has proposed using actionable science approach which advocates
coupling scientists and decision makers together to define science needs, through the research process, and
in application of results. I am steeped in some of these concepts since I am working out development of a
Fire Science Plan for USGS, so it is all fresh. I think JFSP already seeks to do that in a couple of important ways,
e.g., roundtables with scientist and managers (fuel treatment effectiveness), and in their FON requiring science
engagement with managers. I think this could be enhanced, especially at a national policy level, with a recommendation to identify or develop expert facilitators on the process to bring scientists and policy makers together
to define science needs, develop strategies to conduct research to address policy questions, and utilize science
results in policy decisions and implementation. I’ve attached a couple papers that define some of these concepts
(see email), and a link for a recent example. http://integratedrangelandfiremanagementstrategy.org/IRFMS_Actionable_Science_Plan.pdf

●

Great work and this will help me in JFSP and with USGS!
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II. Feedback from the broader fire science/policy community (anonymized)
Note: Emphasis added to highlight main points.
Commenter
Commenter 1

Summary/highlights
Verbatim feedback
● New recommended mecha- I am especially impressed with the work you have done so far with this
project. Shifting thinking in the area of wildland fire has become a major
nism re: first responders
●

Translators should honor
emotional and cultural significance of fire

●

Invitation for additional
dialogue

aspect of operational risk and safety. Perceptions of the need to respond
to all wildland fires in a similar “aggressive” way, have contributed to the
assumption of what some have termed “unnecessary risk.” The aspect of
risk to first responders is complex and important in this discussion. Firefighters will naturally accept risk as necessary if they feel that the culture,
environment, public and their identity demand such responses. This often
is in direct conflict with the science of fire ecology and is born instead from
a belief that fire is bad and an enemy to be fought.
For these reasons, I recommend the inclusion of a first responder safety
section, which would explore the assumptions that surround normal wildland fire operations and what drives our most common responses. This
section could begin to contrast the variety of positions that are held by different agencies engaged in wildland fire operations. The latter discussion
would help to understand the language and interpretation of the cohesive
strategy.
I would also suggest that the “Translator” section of your project include
the history of fire, both aboriginal use of fire and European concepts and
beliefs. These perspectives are important in understanding our current
cultural views of fire and may help to influence the variety of stakeholders. Over the last several years, we have come to understand that to be
successful in achieving a science knowledge transfer, there is a deep need
to shift basic assumptions held by stakeholders. Our success, albeit limited
due largely to the small scale of our operations, has required dialogue
that includes the scientific data while simultaneously considering the
emotional tie to certain beliefs. For this reason we are exploring what is
required to reach out to stakeholders emotionally rather than just factually. Consider the effectiveness of the Smokey campaign as an example of
the emotional approach.
I certainly hope this is helpful feedback and I would welcome the opportunity to engage with you in meaningful dialogue if you are interested. If
this is something you would like to pursue, I would like to invite Dr. Sara
Brown to join that conversation. She is a passionate fire ecologist with
experience in the work you are doing.

Commenter 2

Commenter 3

Most promising mechanisms:
●

Graduate Student Internships

●

Existing Translator-Training
Programs

●

Curriculum for K-12+

●

Rapid Response Team may
be just a few people

The report seems to have comprehensively defined some effective mechanisms to connect fire science and policy. I don’t have any suggestions
for missing mechanisms, nor do I think there are any particular barriers
to development and implementation of any of the mechanisms. The
mechanisms which look to hold the most promise to me are mechanisms
to cultivate translators through graduate student internships and developing fire policy content in existing translator training programs. I think the
development of fire science education curriculum from elementary to
college-level would also be useful.
You all have developed some really promising ideas, I think.
On p 7, top of page, the Rapid Response Team idea: Our Subcommittee
on Disaster Reduction has been working on related ideas. Based on our
review of experience across fields and disaster types, we are anticipating
not a standing team based on expertise, but, rather, a few people who are
trained in this sort of rapid response and who know how to reach back
into the scientific community quickly and effectively to bring the right
expertise to the table in time. The specific scientific expertise you need is
likely to be really different across policy-crisis types, but the expertise you
need in order to know who the right people are and the kinds of routines
you need to develop to request input and deliberation quickly is likely to
be similar across cases.
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Commenter
Commenter 4
Commenter 5

Commenter 6

Summary/highlights
● See several specific comments in mechanism-specific feedback table below
● Likes the Wildfire Journalist
Institute idea

Verbatim feedback
See several specific comments in mechanism-specific feedback table
below.
After a quick review, I really liked the journalist idea. Developing relationships with journalists will have benefits far beyond the any investment
in time etc. You’ll learn something from them too. Hill briefings can be
useful, but most effective when done in collaboration with stakeholder
groups. Finally, getting scientists directly involved with the policy process,
say congressional details, can be beneficial for policy makers (they have
in-house science expertise) but also benefits science community in that
detailers learn as much about the political process.

●

New mechanism ideas(?):
Hill briefings and getting
scientists in congressional
details

●

I do not have many substantial comments. I feel that this is a good effort
See several specific comments in mechanism-specif- and captures most of the appropriate mechanisms to promote greater integration of fire science and fire policy. This is an area in need of increased
ic feedback table below

●

Cohesive Strategy/QFR:
Expand national nodes so
that they connect to other
federal agencies

●

Strategic/immediate annotations

awareness and understanding and these actions should provide good
advancements.

I have included most of my comments in the attached file as track change
comments. Any additional details of interest have been mentioned in
these comments. I do not see any significant barriers but see some areas
where minor obstacles can be resolved. With a changing administration,
there may be greater importance to these strategies and the timeframes
may need to be moved up. I think these mechanisms will be helpful in
connecting fire science with fire policy but we need to understand that
most policy makers come from an operational background and not a scientific one. This is one of the reasons for the current “slight” of science during policy discussions. Science as a policy element was never included in
policy construction until 1995 when it became one of the policy elements
- this was a significant step forward. The point is that fire science needs to
be included, better understanding of its value is critical to policy formulation, but conveying that message and obtaining and maintaining an accepted place in the decision process needs to be carefully approached and
implemented.
In terms of missing mechanisms, I do not see any but do have a question
related to utilizing the Cohesive Strategy and Quadrennial Fire Review. In
addition to working with WFLC, it could be important to expand national
nodes so that they provide information and contact to other agencies such
as FEMA, NASA, DOD, and EPA. FEMA is particularly interesting as they
are taking on a greater role in risk management and fire activities in their
activities. NASA is interested in such areas as air quality, smoke management, and satellite imagery and actually provide many scientific products
to fire management. DOD is becoming more involved in land management
and is setting policy in applicable areas. EPA is and has been instrumental
in setting regulations for fire activities and many of the mechanisms listed
here would be directly applicable/beneficial to help them with policy
formulation.
The mechanisms are described as either strategic or immediate. Could
they better be described as strategic and operational, or long-term strategic and short-term immediate? Strategic would seem to have a long-term
goal while the operational ones would seem to be those where an action
now would generate results and benefits.
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Commenter
Commenter 7

Summary/highlights
● What about mechanisms
that translate science to operational practices (management)?
●

Science should be pursued
independently from policy

●

See comments in document

Verbatim feedback
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the integration of science
and policy and please accept my apology for this delayed response. I have
been traveling overseas.
May I begin by commenting that I think that the JFSP already provides
a good deal of information on its fire research outputs for the relevant
agencies. The Forest Science Digest publication is always an excellent read
on important topics. It is a pity that they are not issued more frequently.
However, I appreciate the huge work load to bring these to production.
The mechanisms provided appear to be wide-ranging for bringing to attention of policy makers and the media recent scientific outputs from the
JFSP. I assume that if you have not done so already, that you will also focus
on the pathways to bring about changes to field operations. That is the
translation of scientific research from policy to operational practice. (This
would need examination of mechanisms such as early field operatives
involvement in field research trials, and the involvement of researchers
within their areas of research to assist the training managers when reviewing and updating current training programs).
I also preface my comments on the specific mechanism by stating that I
believe that Policy-makers require sound scientific knowledge as background prior to setting policy. It is my view that the researchers should
provide the JFSP inspired research independently. Whether or not the
Policy-makers follow the research finding is the policy-makers prerogative
as Policy-makers must take into account a range of other aspects including
funding, politics, training capabilities and impacts on other programs.
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III. Mechanism-specific feedback (JFSP and broader community)

Note: Derived from feedback in track changes, abbreviated for brevity, and formatted to highlight areas of common
themes. Also includes additions to JFSP’s feedback articulated on the Dec. 2 webinar.
Mechanisms
Build a Better Network
→ Training
for Developing a Science-Policy
Network

Cultivating
translators
→ Promote
Fire Policy
Content
in Existing
TranslatorTraining
Programs

JFSP feedback
● This is a good idea for an FFSCC activity. It hasn’t been discussed
to-date, but is certainly worthy of carrying forward.
●

It’s not at all clear that this is a targeted activity for FFSCC. If
not, what is alternative delivery path for the mechanism? It
could be developed by the research arm of FS and USGS.

●

Does the SPWG have ideas on what specific training this would
fit into? Existing, or new training sessions?

●

Personnel Network – similar to what Hubbard has with Finney,
Calkin, Ager, etc..

●

FLAG: Network is only as good as its members – which could be
biased based on their personnel research and area of expertise.
A good network is composed of members that bridge the full science arena and balance the different scientific opinion/findings
for a given management question.

Broader community feedback
● This should not need a
great investment b/c policymakers should already have
wide-ranging networks that
include key researchers for
their relevant field. However,
it is worth encouraging networking.
●

This is a key area. The link
between science integration in management policy is
lacking and needs emphasis.
Virtual training may be the
best option for success as
policy makers and national
decision makers seldom attend in-person training.

●

“This kind of training could
provide specific strategies…”
Would this truly define the
strategies or more broadly
engage the leadership to be
better informed in making
the decisions???

●

I agree with the need, but
this is a process not a strategy…
One of the most promising
mechanisms

●

Very interesting mechanism, can you expand? In particular, how
does it mesh with the grad internships mechanism?

●

●

Suggest including the International Association of Wildland Fire
(IAWF) and Association for Fire Ecology (AFE) here and formalizing relationships w/ universities.

●

Supported

●

Define longer term. Need to
seriously weigh cost v benefit
for this proposal as it will
be a longer term before the
“new research” becomes
mainstream enough to fill the
void from certain voices…

●

To be a successful translator, familiarity with current research
and background in and around both worlds (science and management) of fire is critical.

●

FLAG: Though I see this as being important, what happens after
they are trained? Will there be job opportunities that will support our effort? It takes time to develop a knowledge base (both
institutional and current) to really be informative.

●

Suggest defining these type of terms (e.g., science-policy translation) in straight-forward way.

●

Re: the growing field (see need), in academic training or with
academic research, and in what arenas (e.g., environmental science, environmental law, political science)?
●

Suggest expanding target audiences to include students
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Mechanisms JFSP feedback
Broader community feedback
Cultivating
● Does the SPWG see this as a FON, similar to GRIN, or more of
● One of the most promising
translators
a short term staff program? The short term staff idea runs up
mechanisms
→ Graduate
against staffing issues w/ BLM, but the FON approach is currently
● Supported. It is my belief
Student Insomething JFSP does with GRIN. Need to flesh out how this is
that the best people to
ternships in
related to GRIN, and/or how GRIN could be modified to fit this
incorporate research outputs
Fire Policy
idea.
into sound policy are those
people with an appreciation
● I would like to know who these folks are that are currently doing
of the field requirements
it and how effective are they at presenting all the science, and
and a solid inquiring mind. I
not just a couple of scientists results/opinions.
encourage you to motivate
● There may be some hiring and/or HR issues with this that we
Masters and Ph.D. students
need to think about. Including authorities for hiring, FTE›s, time
to also pursue operational
it takes to work with HR, security clearances, etc.
experience in fire management to provide them with
● Add language in red below: This program would cultivate
the desired knowledge to betranslational skills among interested future fire scientists to help
come well rounded strategic
them better tailor their research to policy needs, analyze policy
Translators.
implications of research results, and/or provide non-technical
research summaries targeted to address policy questions.
● Perhaps your Graduate
Research Innovation Awards
● Suggest expanding target audiences to include master’s
could include a selection
students and Ph.D.s
criteria requiring scholarship
recipients to have written
● I think this may be a bit narrow, with a couple examples of
support from fire managhow: I have done this a number of times already with science
ers from the location where
and law based graduate students. Programs can be designed a
they will be researching. This
number of ways (e.g., with outside sponsorship), but within the
may encourage the managcurrent HR authorities, Career Pathways provide the opportuers to pay closer attention to
nity for temporary hiring for an “internship”. The focus of the
current research and assist
description seems to target students prior to entry in federal
in making the research more
service. Many/most natural resource hires do come out of MS
relevant to their needs. It
or Ph.D. programs as recent graduates. Part the “on-ramping” of
could also open up doors for
new hires from science programs could also include a detail (1-4
the researchers, making their
months) in a fire policy shop. Another example of an acceleratresearch move along faster
ed federal development program is the Presidents Management
with more data available.
Fellow, where exceptional graduates students apply for PMF
through Office of Personnel Management and then are selected
● Agree with concept, but need
by sponsoring agencies. They go through 2-year development
to look for private foundacycle with at least 1 4-month detail in a different agency. I have
tions and other non-gov
hosted both PMF in the 2 year and 4-month components, spefunding sources. Also need to
cifically training scientists to get their policy chops. Main point
leverage long-term funding.
is - recent hires are usually scientific in nature and emphasis
should be on building their translator capability.
● Could training opportunities
New mechanism? Mid-career Details of Policy/Program
Managers in Science. In a related fashion, many mid-career federal staff came from graduate science background and their jobs
have focused on program management, coordination and policy.
Many may be a tad rusty on current science, and benefit from
doing a detail in a science shop/environment to refresh in the
latest and best science underpinning an issue (with support from
scientists). They could do a 4-month assignment at a university
or federal science program reviewing the current science on a
particular topic, with scientists to provide assistance interpreting
science papers and peer review (loosely defined) on summary/
●
synthesis on topic.

●
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also be developed in conjunction with universities and
professional associations to
have policy makers provide
virtual presentations on this
issue? It seems like there
could be more options available in addition to internships.
Who pays?

Mechanisms JFSP feedback
Cultivating
● Does the SPWG see a role for the FSEN? More detail would be
translators
helpful.
→ “Wildfire
● Variation on this could be to embed a journalist in a unit for a
Journalist
stint with a fire and at a conference (analogous to journalist
Institute”
embedded with military units).

Online and
On-Demand
→ Increase
Visibility of
Firescience.
gov and the
FSEN

●

This is a great idea, but would likely be the most difficult to establish due to administrative barriers.

●

This could be considered a workshop by BLM and may require
approvals

Broader community feedback
● Supported. I suggest extending this to being conducted
annually in each region.
●

I like this idea. Developing
relationships with journalists
will have benefits far beyond
the any investment in time
etc. You’ll learn something
from them too

●

Very similar to TREX but for
journalists. Good opportunity
to bring them in, but don’t
need to sponsor. Need for
them to understand the opportunity and pay their way…

●

Also need to tie in with mainstream wildfire and forest/
range management orgs, not
just the environmentalists
group. The PRSA would be a
great conduit… PRSA needs
to connect to this issue.
To me, the JFSP Website is
very good at present. Is it
meeting the needs of your
target audience? Have you
conducted a survey to identify why some people currently
use it and for what specific
areas of knowledge, and why
others don’t use it?

●

Need to be careful here not to violate USDA Science Integrity policy. Scientists are not supposed to advocate for policy
changes. See http://www.usda.gov/documents/usda-scientificintegrity-policy-handbook.pdf

●

Suggest expanding target audiences to include journalists

●

FLAG: While I think this is great to do (and we should do it), very ●
few managers/policy makers have time to read the science –
especially the number of publications around one topic. A good,
short synthesis of all the science around a topic (like the do with
FEIS) could be invaluable in sharing info quickly.

●

I don’t know a lot about [increasing search results] myself, if we
did a new website study this should definitely be part of it.

●

My number one priority for firescience.gov would be to enhance
the public-facing search capacity for the archive of JFSP research. ●
Suggest expanding target audiences to include the public
●

●

●
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Cost v benefit…
This is an area that would be
particularly useful in connecting fire science with policy.
Yes but will policy folks go to
a science web presence for
info or do they need more
direct marketing to understand?

Mechanisms
Online and
On-Demand
→ Modify
Design of
Firescience.
gov to
Increase
Content Access

Policyfocused
Information
Providers →
Focal Area
Consortia

JFSP feedback
● I think this goes back to our discussion on a need for another
contract to re-evaluate our website content and design like we
did 5 years ago. It is probably time for a revamp.

Broader community feedback
● Supported.
●

Yes, but will impact be
realized and will it reach a
broader audience than the
internal folks?

●

Could another section that
provides short descriptions
of science implications to
management and policy be
included?

●

Re high-level summaries: Again FEIS could be a good example
– but shorter and easily updated when new science becomes
available.

●

How does this directly relate to the team in how you get information from scientists? What works?

●

This parallels our discussions of a ‘thematic’ public facing firescience.gov.

●

Suggest expanding target audiences to include on the ground
decision makers
Would this be a standing consortia, or an “as needed” effort?
Please clarify, draw distinction of pros and cons of this effort
versus the rapid response nodes.

●

Additional logistical details would be helpful. It wasn’t clear to
me on first reading that this was meant to have a topical focus
that would require de novo formation of a consortium each
time a new topic was identified. I’m not sure how practical (and
sustainable) this approach would be.

Supported. If this is not
currently happening, I think
that there may be a need to
identify what has prevented
this from occurring.

●

WFLC could be a primary
partner around the thematic
issues. Already have base
structure in place around
smoke based on personal
relationships, but could be
broadened to larger issues.
This could be heavily politicized in the next year, l
however…

●

This is an area that would be
particularly useful in connecting fire science with policy.
Would this have a standing consortia and if so how
would that differ from having
subject matter experts available to JFSP in all areas and
assembling them on a particular topic on an as-needed
basis?

●

●

●

This seems more of a community of practice that could involve
scientists associated with a theme, and interested practitioners
and policy makers. Similar technical workgroups have been
developed with professional associations. Funding a “consortia”
seems prohibitive unless it is a consortia that manages the communities of practice.

●

Developing the list of focal areas could raise questions in the
community; be mindful of that. JFSP could ask other entities to
weigh in when curating the list.

●

Could potentially combine with Rapid Response Team (ID representatives from each consortium to join the smaller team that
addresses immediate concerns)

●

Identify duration of membership for consortia members

●

Suggest expanding target audiences to include the science-policy
interface
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Mechanisms
Public &
Educational
Programs →
Curriculum
Module for
Multi-Level
Fire Science
Education

JFSP feedback
● This mechanism would be outside of the role the JFSP charter, as
it currently reads. I view this as the lowest priority (of the 16)
● This really seems like a wildland fire program outreach rather
than a science informing policy action. I’m thinking this is outside the scope of actions – not that it shouldn’t be done, but not
suitable for this exercise.
●

ScienceDriven communication
→ Policyfocused
Series of
Fire Science
Briefs”

●

●

Supported

●

Don’t feel this is a JFSP
responsibility, but more an
opportunity to tie in more
closely with forestry extension and set higher expectations on ground

●

This is a very good idea, that
can only reap great benefits.
This does not seem to relate
to integrating fire science
with policy as much as the
previous mechanisms. That
is not to say this should not
be done but maybe a more
detailed description of how
this immediate and ongoing
action can better improve
understanding, prepare future policy makers, and help
shape the public’s awareness
of fire science.
Supported

FireWorks is a great example
●

Public &
●
Educational
Programs →
Topic-driven
Virtual Interactions with
Scientists &
the Public

Broader community feedback
● One of the most promising
mechanisms

Suggest expanding target audiences to include the public

This is a great idea!
●

●

Suggest expanding target audiences to include the public

●

How do we reach more than
ourselves??? Contact lists are
very closed…

●

Sounds easy and limited cost,
but expense would be on
marketing to build an expansive following

●

Very good idea but I wonder
if delivery alternatives might
help reach a wider range of
audience. E.g., older individuals may not use Twitter but
could readily accept a written
“brief.” Include other ways
to provide the information.
Supported

JFSP stopped developing the briefs when the FSEN elevated their ●
capacity to develop them. So- can the SPWG revise this mecha●
nism to address how JFSP can best use the briefs developed by
the FSEN?

●

The key word here is being “brief” and also finishing in a timely
manner. The Rainbow series took several years to complete the
series. I would prefer living Fire Policy Briefs that get updated
when new science is available.

●

Low-hanging fruit. This is ‘accomplishable’ in the short-term
relative to the other mechanisms.

●

Briefs are currently maintained on Firescience.gov
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●

WFLC could be a partner
and can help to identify key
issues.
Highlights NFP and some of
the activities. Would be good
to reach into some of the CS
key issues as well as QFR.

Mechanisms
ScienceDriven
communication →
Promoting
Open-Access
Publication

JFSP feedback
Broader community feedback
● This one is a big red flag for me. There are likely copyright issues ● Supported
that we are already struggling with.
●

Another big issue is paying open access fees; I don’t know if this
is something we can pay for under BLM rules.

●

Can’t speak for other agencies, but I know the FS has been successful removing the “pay walls.”
Cool idea. Does the SPWG see this as an activity added to existing classes, or conducted as one-off events? How would this be
tied to existing opportunities to engage w/ policy makers?

Simulations ●
→ Foreseeing Science
Support
●
of Policy
Needs of the
Current Fire
Program

Supported

●

USGS and DOI do this now internally with a disaster each
year, but to my knowledge
have not used wildfire as an
example. Can be broadened
and pulled in various others
partners, not just NASF. Look
at WFLC membership, as
IAFC, ITC, NACo, NLC, NASF,
DoD and DHS would all be
appropriate if done large
scale enough. Maybe a few
scenarios could be done.
Would need to be kept at
the strategic level and not
focus on tactical. IAFC for
the past couple years has
done a course (L-580) that
sounds very similar, but in
person. May be something
to consider or expand upon.
The science piece would help
to further inform or serve as
decision backbones.
Supported

A similar capacity exists within USGS and DOI as the ‘Strategic
Sciences Group’ led by Gary Machlis and David Applegate. We
should coordinate with them to learn. Much of this sprung from
the ‘Multi-hazards’ program in California that focused on scenario-ing Earthquake response.

●

Add in text in red: JFSP, partnering with NASF, could create a
virtual simulation exercise around a specific fire policy situation
(e.g., an escaped prescribed fire, potential change in wildland
fire risk with 20 year projection of climate models)

●

Why would we focus on NASF as opposed to larger fire community?

●

Is there a niche role for one of the FSENs to do this?

●

I see this to be very important recommendation. The process of
using models to simulate policy questions and what if scenarios
is valuable to science by using and testing models to validate
and find weaknesses/gaps, and for policy makers to consider
consequences of actions at reduced cost and time, or even not
possible to evaluate otherwise (irreconcilable loss of resources
or life). I think the Think Tank - QFR recommendation on page
6 is a special case of this recommendation. If latter is not, then
further explanation may be needed to differentiate it better.

Simulations ●
→ AAR for
Policy Decisions Associ- ●
ated with
●
the 2000
Fire Plan

Excellent idea. How does the SPWG see JFSP working with partners- who, what event?

●

●

Expand on how this ties to science integration
This seems to be a review of policy issued rather than a mechanism of informing policy with science. The need statement
almost touches on this, but the AAR should look at if or how
science was used to inform policy, rather than just post mortem
on policy effect
It would be nice to see a report-out component to FEC fleshed
out, to engage them on the science/policy integration dialogue
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●
●

WFLC as the NFP reached
more than just federal activities.

●

WFLC membership includes
NACo, NLC, ITC, IAFC, NASF
and governors

●

WFLC leadership would
include both FEC leadership
and non-federal leadership and make this product
inclusive of all partners in
the wildfire arena, not a fed
document that attempts to
“suggest” what non-feds
could do to participate.

Mechanisms JFSP feedback
Broader community feedback
Task
● Excellent idea, we would like more detail on how the SPWG sees ● Highly supported.
Groups/
these teams functioning- size of the team, duration, etc.
● Our Subcommittee on DisasTeams
ter Reduction has been work●
I
think
this
one
has
one
of
the
highest
potential
uses,
should
→ Rapid
ing on related ideas. Based
Response
include more modalities to the mechanism (or add additional
on our review of experience
Team
mechanisms). A couple other example modes are as follows
across fields and disaster
(both are approaches used by CEQ and Congressional Research
types, we are anticipating
Services, and would be worth asking them about success/limitanot a standing team based
tions of modes):
on expertise, but, rather, a
few people who are trained
o Convene a small workshop/roundtable of expert scienin this sort of rapid response
tist/managers/policy makers on subject area to highlight
and who know how to reach
currently available science as it pertains to a policy quesback into the scientific comtion and produce quick report.
munity quickly and effectively to bring the right expertise
o Contract with scientist or translator (or team) to review
to the table in time.
current science on topic.
● Understand the intent, but
not sure of the reality of a
● See comment above on USGS/DOI strategic sciences group (in
quick response. Would there
Simulations ---> Forseeing...)
be “teams” and schedules set
up that would be “on call”
or would there be a depth
of alternates that would be
utilized if the primary was already out on a project/leave/
or other activity where they
would not be able to leave
their responsibility? Seems
like ad hoc of this would be
the reality – maybe instead
of actually setting forth
teams, make this a staff responsibility in JFSP or within
FS/USGS to be that conduit.
●

Think Tank/ ●
National
Nodes →
Utilizing
Cohesive
●
Strategy
National and
Regional
Committees

JFSP has started doing this with recent engagement w/ WFLC
committees. More detail on how many committees, which subject matter is most critical, etc. is welcome.
Suggest expanding target audiences to include WFLC leadership
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●

Great idea but would need to
have contacts and relationships established with congressional aides before issues
arose so that there would
be a favorable response to
having such teams come and
provide information.
Supported. I note that this
provides an avenue for a
two-way street. It also should
enable researcher to hear
what is needed by policymakers thus assisting in
future research projects and
research utilization programs

Mechanisms JFSP feedback
Broader community feedback
Think Tank/ ● I interpret this action as science utilization after a QFR is done
● Supported.
National
(addressing recommendations with science). I have been trying
● In addition to working with
Nodes →
to build support to use the best science available to cast sceWFLC, it could be important
Building
narios based upon policy goal alternatives – what-if scenarios.
to expand national nodes so
Upon the
The modeling and analysis should give the best projection of
that they provide information
Quadrennial
outcome,
foster
vulnerability
assessments
on
policy
goals,
and
and contact to other agenFire Review
identify limitations of modeling capability to set strategic targets
cies such as FEMA, NASA,
DOD, and EPA. FEMA is parfor national programs (give effect of climate change, vegetation
ticularly interesting as they
change, land use change…)
are taking on a greater role
in risk management and fire
● Suggest expanding target audiences to include the Fire Executive
activities in their activities.
Council and bureaus/USDA
NASA is interested in such
● See last bulleted note in Simulations → Foreseeing...
areas as air quality, smoke
management, and satellite
imagery and actually provide
many scientific products to
fire management. DOD is becoming more involved in land
management and is setting
policy in applicable areas.
EPA is and has been instrumental in setting regulations
for fire activities and many of
the mechanisms listed here
would be directly applicable/
beneficial to help them with
policy formulation.
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●

Don’t disagree, but doesn’t
seem like it needs to be so
formal. Just get an invite to
the FEC and have the discussion.

●

WFLC NSC is about to complete a strategic evaluation of
CS and other key documents
(including QFR) to give a
picture to the incoming WFLC
(new administration) of opportunities. I would offer a
closer working relationship
with JFSP around this, thus
could be an area where the
WFLC advisory board could
help facilitate a discussion
between the levels including
WFLC and FEC.
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U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
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University of California Berkeley/CA FSEN
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Northern Arizona University

Arizona
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U.S. Fire Administration
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Alan Ager

U.S. Forest Service

Oregon

Becki Heath

U.S. Forest Service

Oregon

Bodie Shaw

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Oregon

Bryan Rice

U.S. Dept. of Interior – Office of Wildland Fire

Washington, D.C.

Calvin Joyner

U.S. Forest Service
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Chris Wilcox

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service / National Interagency Fire Center

Idaho
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Name

Affiliation

Location

Danny Lee

U.S. Forest Service – Southern Research Station

North Carolina

Dave Koch

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Washington, D.C.

Dick Bahr

U.S. Dept. of Interior – Office of Wildland Fire

Washington, D.C.

Eric Litzenberg

Santa Fe Fire Department

New Mexico

Frank Fay

U.S. Forest Service

Washington, D.C.

Harry Humbert

U.S. Dept. of Interior

Washington, D.C.

Ivan Pupulidy

U.S. Forest Service

Idaho

Jack (Jacqueline) Meszaros

Office of Science and Technology Policy

Washington, D.C.

Jeanne Wade

U.S. Forest Service

California

Jeff Rupert

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Washington, D.C.

Jim Douglas

U.S. Dept. of Interior – Office of Wildland Fire

Washington, D.C.

Jim Karels

Florida Forest Service

Florida

John Phipps

U.S. Forest Service – Rocky Mountain Research Station

Colorado

John Raby

Bureau of Land Management

Montana

Jolie Pollet

Bureau of Land Management / National Interagency Fire Center

Idaho

Kim Van Hemelryck

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service / National Interagency Fire Center

Idaho

Layne Hamilton

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Florida

Mark Jackson

Bureau of Indian Affairs / National Interagency Fire Center

Idaho

Mike Hagen

Office of Management and Budget

Washington, D.C.

Nate Benson

National Park Service / National Interagency Fire Center

Idaho

Paul Peterson

Bureau of Land Management

Nevada

Robert Bonnie

U.S. Department of Agriculture

Washington, D.C.

Ron Dunton

Bureau of Land Management / National Interagency Fire Center

Idaho

Ross Gorte

Congressional Research Service

Washington, D.C.

Shawna Legarza

U.S. Forest Service

Washington, D.C.

Steve Ellis

Bureau of Land Management

Washington, D.C.

Vicki Christiansen

U.S. Forest Service

Washington, D.C.

Gary Morgan

Formerly with the Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre

Victoria, Australia

Tom Quigley

Formerly with the U.S. Forest Service

Utah

Consultants

Non-Governmental Organizations, Associations, and Councils
Brenda O’Connor

Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety

Florida

Chris Topik

The Nature Conservancy

Virginia

Dan Smith

National Association of State Foresters

Idaho

Jim Erickson

Intertribal Timber Council

Washington

Kevin Hiers

Tall Timbers Research Station

Florida

Mary Uhl

Western States Air Resources Council

New Mexico

Mike Zupko

Wildland Fire Leadership Council

Washington, D.C.

Will May

International Association of Fire Chiefs

Virginia

Elizabeth Reinhardt

Former U.S. Forest Service

--

Tom Zimmerman

Former U.S. Forest Service

--

Retired
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